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ABSTRACT
AN INFORMATION SYSTEM BASED ON SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
APPROACH FOR COURSE SCHEDULING IN UNIVERSITIES
KORAYKARATA§
M.B.A. Thesis
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Erdal Erel
The basic aim of this study is to provide additional insights on the subject of course 
scheduling in universities. Course scheduling is a very time consiuning effort, and involves 
different parties like students, instructors and administration, with conflicting interests. 
Generation of a schedule to satisfy all of the parties seems like an art, rather than an ordinary 
planning work.
Most of the solutions to the course scheduling problem so far is based on algorithms 
and data structures from operations research, and programmed as batch sequences. In this 
study, the main argument is that the solution procedure to the course scheduling problem can 
be based on a system analysis approach, and with the help of an interactive software, the 
amount of information that a user can pass to the system is increased. This, in turn, may result 
in a more realistic solution.
In addition to the described methodology, a computer software is developed in order to 
implement and test the solution algorithm.
Keywords: Timetabling, scheduling
ÖZET
ÜNİVERSİTELERDE DERS PLANLAMASI İÇİN SİSTEM ANALİZİ 
YAKLAŞIMINA DAYALI BİR BİLGİ SİSTEMİ
KORAYKARATAŞ
M.B.A. Tezi
Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Erdal Erel
Bu çalışmanm amacı, üniversitelerde ders planlama konusunda yeni yaklaşımlar 
sunmaktır. Ders planlaması, oldukça çok zaman ve çaba gerektiren bir işlemdir ve birbirinden 
farklı istekleri olan öğrenciler, öğretim üyeleri ve idare gibi tarafları içerir. Bütün bu tarafların 
isteklerine aym anda cevap verebilen bir planlamamn yapılması sıradan bir planlamanın 
ötesinde bir beceri işidir.
Bu güne kadar ders planlaması problemi için geliştirilen çözümlerin çoğu yöneylem 
araştırmaları algoritmalarına ve veri yapılarma dayanmış, ve toplu işem dizisi olarak 
programlanmıştır. Bu çalışmada esas üzerinde durulan konu, ders planlaması problemi için 
çözüm yönteminin sistem analizi yaklaşımına dayandırılabileceği ve etkileşimli bir yazılım 
yardımıyla kullamcınm sisteme iletebileeeği bilgi miktarmm artırılabileceğidir. Bu şekilde 
sonuçta daha gerçekçi bir çözüme ulaşmak mümkün olabilecektir.
Bu çalışma kapsammda anlatılan yönteme ek olarak, çözüm algoritmasının 
uygulanması ve smanması amacıyla bir bilgisayar yazılımı da geliştirilmiştir.
Anahtar kelimeler: Zaman planlama, program
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1. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, course scheduling in universities is accepted as a special type o f 
timetabling problems. Manually, it takes a very long time to generate an efficient schedule. 
Using a computerized information system may save valuable resources.
Historically, from the beginning of the computerized solution efforts to the timetabling 
problems, nearly all academicians searched for “perfect” solutions. Since the systems were 
designed mostly to prove new ideas or methods in operations research, the practical use of 
the final systems was not considered so critical. Furthermore, most o f them try to generate a 
universal solution to the problem that can be used by all o f the educational systems. These 
were all unrealistic, since we still observe very little use of those algorithms in practical life 
after almost thirty years from the initial computerized timetabling efforts.
1.1. Thesis Objective
The objective o f this thesis is to present a methodology that provides valuable insights 
by using the tools o f system analysis approach.
Most o f the solutions to the university timetabling problem so far is based on 
algorithms and data structures from operations research, and programmed as batch 
sequences. In this thesis, the main argument is that the solution procedure can be based on a 
systems approach, and with the help o f an interactive program, user intervention may be
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enabled, which in turn increases the amount o f information that a user can pass to the system, 
and finally a more realistic solution can be obtained.
A computer program, for those reasons, should enable us to work on different 
scenarios, analyze what-if questions, and interrupt whenever we need during solution 
process. The university timetabling problem not just involves many constraints, but also 
constraints with different relative priority levels. That is, the user should have some means of 
communicating those preferences to the system. In earlier systems, users may not be able to 
define all o f his or her priorities. As a result, even in the algorithms that minimize the 
violation o f the constraints, the solution may not satisfy the user.
1.2. Thesis Outline
In this work, first a multidimensional analysis o f the course scheduling problem is 
done. In order to address the characteristics o f the problem correctly, each party involved in 
the problem is analyzed separately. Then a formal definition of the problem is given, and the 
solution algorithm based on that definition is described.
The algorithm to implement the methodology described in this thesis mainly consists of 
two parts: The interactive decision of the ordering of the courses to be scheduled, in some 
sense, forming a priority queue negotiating with the user, and distributing the courses in the 
determined order.
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The user, if he or she wishes, is able to work more on the issue either by modifying 
some o f the initial constraints and re-scheduling, or directly editing the final schedule in this 
method.
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY
The approaches for solving timetabling problems in literature can be examined in four 
basic dimensions: Classification according to application areas, classification according to 
conflict handling, structural classification, and classification according to the solution 
approaches.
2.1. Classification According to Application Areas
In general, two different application areas o f course scheduling approaches can be 
observed. One type deals with secondary schools, and the other type mainly focuses on 
universities. The structural differences of these two different types of schools impose 
different solution approaches.
2.1.1. Educational Timetabling Algorithms for Secondary Schools
Secondary school timetabling algorithms are more common in literature than the ones 
for universities.
Appleby (1960), Gotlieb (1965), Barroglough (1965), Csima (1965), Lions (1966), 
Lawrie (1969) and Smith (1975) developed algorithms for secondary schools
2.1.2. Educational Timetabling Algorithms for Universities
University timetabling algorithms are generally more complicated then the algorithms 
for secondary schools. This is due to the fact that the requirements and rules for secondary 
school schedules can be stated more formally.
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Almond (1965), Yule (1968), Brittan and Farley (1971) Akkoyunlu (1973) and 
Tripathy (1984) developed algorithms for universities.
2.2. Classification According to Conflict Handling
Some algorithms o f educational timetabling do not avoid conflicts. The algorithm 
terminates whenever a conflict occurs. Other types o f algorithms employ different tools for 
conflict handling.
2.2.1. Algorithms That Do Not Avoid Conflicts
In this type o f algorithms, no special step is present to avoid conflicts. When a conflict 
occurs during scheduling, the process is stopped and restarted from the item that causes the 
conflict. Yule (1968) described such a system.
2.2.2. Algorithms That Avoid Conflicts
In this type o f algorithms, conflicts are avoided where possible, by special control 
before each requirement is assigned. When conflicts cannot be avoided, the initial constraints 
are removed progressively until the difficulty is removed.
Gotlieb (1963,1964), Csima (1964), Lions (1967) worked on this subject. Barrogloug 
(1965) tried to remove conflicts when they occur. Johnston and Wolfenden (1968) described 
an algorithm such that requirements are fitted so as to minimize the risk o f occurrences of 
conflicts; and when conflicts do occur, they are tried to be resolved. Another algorithm 
described by Brittan and Farley (1971) is a powerful one to resolve conflicts.
2.3. Structural Classification
According to the structure o f the solution procedure, two different types of algorithms 
can be observed; Assignment algorithms and improvement algorithms.
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2.3.1. Assignment Algorithms
These sort o f algorithms are based on the idea that violation o f any one o f the 
constraints o f the timetabling problem is not allowed at any stage. In cases when a constraint 
should be violated, the algorithm does one o f the following:
1. Modifies an initial constraint for the original problem
2. Traces back on the assignments up to the violation point
3. Cancels one of the assignments
These type o f algorithms were developed by Csima and Gotlieb (1964), Barraclough 
(1965), Lions (1967), Brittan and Farley (1971), Knauer (1974), Neufeld and Tartar (1974).
2.3.2. Improvement Algorithms
The main characteristic o f improvement algorithms is that they try to reduce the 
infeasibilities of a previously scheduled timetable by interchanging entries within the 
timetable.
These type o f algorithms were developed by Smith (1975) and Aust (1976).
2.4. Classification According to Solution Approaches
In literature, the solution approaches to timetabling problems evolved from early work 
to heuristics, graph theory, and mathematical programming models.
24.1. Early Work
The early work on course scheduling is introduced by Gotlieb (1963). He proposes to 
construct a three-dimensional array, each point o f which represents the meeting of a
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particular class with a particular instructor at a particular hour o f the day. Csima (1965) and 
Lions (1966) improved Gotlieb’s method.
These early works were the simplest approaches, they were basically the computer 
programming o f older manual timetabling methods. Barroclough (1965) and Brittan and 
Farley (1971) introduced the interchange method.
2.4.2. Heuristics
The heuristic developed by Almond (1965,1969) and Yule (1968) presented new 
insights, but they still had a number of disadvantages.
Almond (1965) proposed a simple heuristic method for university timetabling. All 
information is stored in two arrays: course requirement matrix and teacher availability matrix. 
Yule (1968) proposed the file o f requirement lines concept.
Class requirement and the timetable matrices are replaced by file requirement lines. The 
program tries to allocate these requirement lines to periods. One of the disadvantages of 
heuristic method is that it does not detect cases where a solution does not exist until a loop 
of reordering lines has occurred. A second disadvantage is, due to the constraints given by 
various instructors, some lectures cannot be fitted anywhere in the timetable.
2.4.3. Graph Theory
Graphs and networks have proven to be useful in the formulation and solution of 
timetabling problems. Welsh and Powell (1967) made some progress in this field. Neufeld 
and Tartar (1974) introduced a method in graph theory concept. But this theory did not 
provide an efficient algorithm that can be applied to an arbitrary timetable problem in order 
to determine the existence o f a solution.
In 1985, Werra reviewed some basic models on graphs on theoretical basis.
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2.4.4. Mathematical Programming Models
Since the beginning of 1970’s, researchers used mathematical programming models for 
solving timetabling problems. Integer linear programming formulations are made and they are 
attempted to be solved by various methods. Lawrie (1964) developed an integer linear 
programming model for school timetabling.
A partial solution is obtained and completed by an enumerative procedure. The integer 
linear programming model developed by Akkoyunlu (1973) uses modified Simplex algorithm 
for the solution method. Only a global optimum solution is obtained and classroom 
restriction is not taken into account. Smith (1975) introduced the integer linear formulation 
o f Gotlieb’s and Csima’s methods. Koonya (1978) proposed to use simplex method. 
Optimum solution is searched step by step by solving relatively small transportation 
problems. Tripathy (1984) introduced a solution for the timetabling problem that can be 
formulated as a large integer linear programming problem by Lagrangian relaxation..
2.4.5. Nonlinear Programming Approaches
In general, nonlinear programming deals with the problem o f optimizing an objective 
function in the presence o f equality and inequality constraints. If  all o f the functions are not 
linear, then the problem is called a nonlinear program. The development o f highly efficient 
and robust algorithms and software for linear programming, the advent o f high-speed 
computers, and the education o f managers and practitioners in regard to the advantages and 
profitability o f mathematical modeling and analysis, have made linear programming an 
important tool for solving problems in diverse fields. However, many realistic problems, like 
scheduling problem cannot be adequately represented or approximated as a linear program 
owing to the nature of the nonlinearity of the objective function and/or nonlinearity of any of 
the constraints. Efforts to solve such nonlinear problems efficiently have made rapid progress 
during past three decades.
In nonlinear programming approach, the modeling process is concerned with the 
construction o f a mathematical abstraction o f a given problem that can be analyzed to
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produce meaningful answers that guide the decisions to be implemented. Central to this 
process is the identification or the formulation of the problem. By the nature of the human 
activities, the course scheduling problem is not isolated, but rather interacts with various 
other problems, and encompasses various details because of uncertainty. Current efforts 
include the penalty and barrier functions to reach a feasible solution set.
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3. EVALUATIO N OF THE PROGRESS IN THE LITERATURE
Historically, as can be observed in the literature survey, the efforts in university 
timetabling mainly consisted o f three stages; Programming o f manual practices, algorithms 
from linear programming and introduction of object-oriented technology.
3.1. Programming of Manual Practices
This represents the very beginning stage of the transfer o f the traditional manual 
solution practices to the computer programs. We observe no significant improvement other 
than time on the solution procedure. These efforts were just as any other solution that is first 
performed by computers that time, at early sixties. Modem data stmctures such as lists, 
arrays, stacks, heaps, etc. were not used. Smart algorithms that benefit more from the 
strengths o f a computer system were not employed.
Early programming languages such as Algol, PL/1 or Cobol were used in such 
systems. The “batch” characteristics o f the programs were dominating. That is, first the input 
is supplied the system, the program works and generates its output. Neither the intervention 
o f user, nor the turning backs during the solution process were possible. The computers were 
also very primitive systems, no capacity or performance comparison is even possible with 
today’s systems. This was the initial, in some sense, inevitable stage in the computerized 
university timetabling.
3.2. Linear Programming Algorithms
As linear programming gains increasing acceptance in many of the disciplines such as 
economy and business administration, the computer scientists in different subjects also 
interested in it. Now, the process was seen as finding a feasible solution to a timetabling 
problem with constraints on resources such as instructors, classes, students, etc. Integer
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programming and large binary integer programming approaches were appeared. The use of 
modern data structures was essential for linear programming approaches.
Applications were generally written in third generation structured programming 
languages such as Pascal and C. The introduction o f personal computers give acceleration of 
the individual efforts in each field in computer science. Some algorithms were designed to 
enable turning back and modifying one or some of the constraints. However, user 
intervention during the execution was not allowed, and the programs based on linear 
programming approaches were still carrying the batch characteristics.
With the use of linear programming, the “soft” part o f the university timetabling 
problem also emerged. It was nearly impossible to pass all criteria to the system as 
constraints or resources in the timetabling problem. Algorithms were performing their best, 
but it was generally not the best o f the user. The user was still against a solution and had 
been supplied with two chances: either accept or reject the final solution. Those approaches 
were basically operations research approaches.
3.3. Introduction of Object-Oriented Technology
The introduction of object orientation in computer software represents a dramatic 
change not just in the way the programs are designed and written, but in the way that the 
problems are analyzed and solved. Neither the object-oriented technology immediately 
accepted and adopted by all of the programmers, nor it is suitable for all kind of problems. 
However, there is in fact one strength o f object technology that differentiates it from the 
previous approaches like structured programming: The programs can be embedded the 
“smart” algorithms, in a way, they are capable o f learning by the help of object technology. It 
is for this reason the object-oriented languages as Smalltalk, Lisp or C++ found large 
application areas in artificial intelligence. Real life problems can be represented more easily 
by the object technology, since the real life objects can find their counterparts easily in this 
approach. The university timetabling problems were also worked on by object technology.
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Recent studies involve intensive use o f object technology in university 
timetabling. Together with the skyrocketing performance and capacity improvements of 
computer systems, object technology represents interactive type- rather than batch 
characteristics- “systems” approach compared with the “operations research” approach o f 
the earlier stages.
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4. D EFINITIO N AND ANALYSIS OF THE PRO BLEM
In this part, first a verbal definition o f the problem is given. In the following sections, 
the problem will be analyzed in more detail from the points o f views and preferences of 
different parties involved; such as students and instructors. Finally, constraints imposed by 
those preferences are summarized.
4.1. Verbal Definition of the Course Scheduling Problem
In light of the operations research terms, the course scheduling problem is the 
distribution of a certain number o f jobs to a certain number o f machines, minimizing the 
violation o f the constraints. Here,
i. Jobs represent courses for each year. Titles, total lecture hours, and instructors for each 
course are known in advance. Also, the distribution patterns o f the courses and the 
regular years that the courses belong to are at hand.
ii. Machines are the instructors. There may be times that an instructor is unavailable.
iii. The processing times o f the jobs are the lecture hours.
iv. Planning horizon is one week.
4.2. Investigating the Preferences of the Parties Involved
The basic parties in concern in course scheduling problems are students, instructors, 
and administration. All of these parties have different interests and preferences, which make 
the problem more complicated.
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4.2.1. Students
Each course has a regular year that the course belongs to. This regular year might also 
be indicated in the code of the course.
Each student also has a regular year that he or she belongs to. A regular student is 
defined as any student who takes only courses from his regular year. In contrast, an irregular 
student is defined as any student who takes courses from years other than his or her regular 
year.
First o f all, more than one course cannot be scheduled at the same time in a week. In 
regular students’ point of view, a schedule distributed evenly throughout the week is 
preferable. That is, the distribution of the courses should not be inclined to one part of the 
week, and although it is not always possible or preferable, courses that have total lecture 
hours greater than 2 should be distributed on two days of the week with at least one spare 
day in between. Students do not prefer free hours between lectures. Also, at least one 
lecture hour should be free for lunch break.
On the other hand, an irregular student, in addition to the above points, does not prefer 
more than one o f his or her courses scheduled at the same time.
4.2.2. Instructors
Instructors do not prefer their courses distributed to all days o f the week, because they 
engage in research, meetings and other sort o f academic activities. They may prefer specific 
days o f the week for lecturing. Also, instructors may have certain obligations in specific 
periods o f the week, in which case a definite scheduling is imposed. For this reason, this part 
o f the preferences of instructors can be expressed in more formal terms, like specific days or 
hours.
The length o f both consecutive and total number o f hours that an instructor lectures 
one day should be kept in a reasonable limit.
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4.2.3. Administration
Administration may not prefer lectures too early in the morning and too late in the 
afternoon. This means, maintaining a schedule as compact as possible. Also, administration 
may prefer more courses in the morning than in the afternoon.
Classroom availability is a concern o f administration. Administration desires enough 
number o f classrooms to satisfy the demands of all years' courses. Some classrooms, like 
laboratories, have different special attributes and some specific courses should definitely be 
performed in them. Then, it is preferred to schedule those courses sharing the same special 
classroom to be scheduled at different times o f the week.
Courses given by a different department may impose additional scheduling concerns to 
the administration. That type o f courses may have specific times declared by its department.
4.3. Constraints of the Problem
• In the light o f the above preferences and the algorithmic requirements, the course 
scheduling problem has the following constraints.
4.3.1. Student Constraints
i. Regular courses o f each year should be scheduled evenly throughout the week. The 
course distribution should not be inclined to one part o f the week.
ii. Courses that irregular students have to take should not conflict with regular courses.
iii. There should be no free hours between lectures. Also, one hour o f each day should be
kept free for lunch break.
I
iv. Courses that have total lecture hours greater than 2 should be distributed to two days of 
the week with at least one spare day in between
-15
4.3.2. Instructor Constraints
i. Instructors should not be assigned to courses in the periods that they have certain 
obligations other than lecturing.
ii. An instructor can lecture at most a given number of consecutive hours.
iii. An instructor can lecture at most a given number of total hours.
iv. An instructor should not meet the same class more than two times in a day.
4.3.3. Administrative Constraints
i. Total number of lectures assigned to a period for all year classes cannot be greater than 
the available number o f classrooms in that period.
ii. Any two or more parts o f a course should not be scheduled in the same day.
iii. Courses sharing the same special classrooms like laboratories should be scheduled at 
different times o f the week, without considering the regular years of the courses.
iv. Courses given by different departments should be scheduled according to that 
department's decision.
V. More courses should be placed in the mornings than in the afternoons.
vi. There should be given earliest start and latest finish times of the lectures in a day.
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5. THE PRO PO SED M ETHO DO LOG Y
The solution in this work is based on a systems approach. The overall system mainly 
consists o f four parts: Graphical user interface for inputs, algorithm for putting the courses 
into order and scheduling them, preparation o f output, and the underlying database, as can be 
seen in Figure 1.
A close examination of the figure will show the existence of three layers behind those 
main parts; Interaction, application and data layers.
First, there is an interaction layer, which the user communicates with the system. Input 
and output parts belong to this layer. Second, there is an application layer. The algorithm, 
and the implementation of that is in that layer. Finally, there is data level representing the 
underlying database, which is also the closest layer to the physical structure.
By putting an interaction layer between user and data, two aims will be supported 
relating to the basic method in this work. First, the physical structure o f the data is isolated 
fi'om the user. The user does not have to care about the data itself He or she only faces with 
the logical representation. Second, as the main argument of this work implies, the solution 
cycle can be repeated as desired to answer what-if type of questions, just changing that 
specific piece of information that is in concern, like one or some o f the constraints or 
parameters o f the overall system. Because the rest o f the information is kept in data layer. 
The data layer also includes the final solution, enabling the user to edit the final solution 
itself
Each repetition o f a solution cycle for a certain year is referred as a scheduling 
experiment throughout this work.
In the following sections, each of the main parts will be explained in detail.
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Figure 1: The overall system logically
5.1. The Underlying Database
The database is at the core in this information system for course scheduling. This is 
both because of the above described interactive logic of the method, and the functioning of 
the implementation of the algorithm.
The database holds all the information that is necessary to perform the scheduling 
process. The data it includes are divided into 5 tables. These are; Courses, Instructors, 
Definite, Distinct and Parameters. The tables are represented in the database files physically.
The Courses table is for course information. Instructors is for instructor information. 
Definite is for information about the courses that have definite times imposed by other 
departments, Distinct for information about the courses that should definitely be scheduled at 
different times because of the special classroom need.
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A relational database logic is maintained by relating certain fields from different tables 
to ensure data consistency. Here, a table refers to an entity that keeps a specific type of 
information and is made up of rows. A field refers to an attribute of a table.
The tables in the database have also different update intervals, other than contents. 
While some part o f data is entered only once, at the initial setup of the system, some other 
part is updated each year, and furthermore some part may need updating from one 
scheduling experiment to the other.
In the following subsections, the logical and physical structures and the update 
characteristics of the tables are given. The purpose that the tables serve in the whole 
information system is also stated. There is one additional subsection about the relations 
between the table. The information about placing the data into these tables in given in section
6.3.
5.1.1. Table “Courses”
This table keeps the necessary information for schedule generation about courses. Each 
row in this table represents a unique course.
Field j Attribute Name 1 Field j Field Type i Field 1 Physical
number | i Name Size 1 Length
1 1 i Course code (primary key) I code i character 10 i 20 bytes
1 2 i Course name i name 1 character 30 I 60 bytes
1 3 1Total weekly hours i hours I numerical 2 i 1 byte
1  ^ 1First part of total hours I part_l i numerical 1 1 1 byte
1 5 i Second part of total hours j part_2 1 numerical 1 i 1 byte
i 6 1Third part of total hours i part_3 1 numerical 1 1 1 byte
1 71 Regular year of the course 1 year 1 numerical 11 1 byte
i 8 1Instructor code (foreign key) j instructor 1 numerical 2 1 1 byte
1  ^ 1Approximate number of students : students 1 numerical 3 i 2 bytes
Total i 
per I 
course i
88 bytes
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Courses table has the above attributes, together with the technical storage information.
Course Code: Refers to the academic code of the course in use. It generally includes 3 or 
four characters describing the department name, and 3 to 6 digits describing the code o f the 
course within that department. An example is MAN332. Here, the first three letters MAN, 
describes the Management department, and the next three digits 332, represents a unique 
identification for the course within Management department, where the fist digit generally 
indicates the regular year of the course.
All courses should have a unique code, hence the code field is used as the primary key 
in the relational database structure.
Although the above pattern is followed generally in course codes, there is no 
restriction on the individual characters o f the code; that is it may consist o f any sequence of 
letters or digits or even marks, provided that each code is unique.
The course code is a mandatory field; it should definitely be entered for each course.
Course Name: Represents the name of the course. There is no restriction on the name of the 
course. It is directly the responsibility of user to enter it correctly. It is this information that 
the user will see in any output of the system together with the course code.
Although two courses may have the identical names, they generally are distinguished 
by Roman suffixes like I or II. Nevertheless, the system does not impose any checking on the 
course names.
If  the 30 characters length does not suffices, meaningful shortenings could be done on 
the course name.
The course name is a mandatory field.
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Total Weekly Hours: Holds information about total weekly hours o f the course.
This field should be entered as number. It cannot be greater than the given maximum 
number weekly hours for a course in the Parameters table, and must be greater than zero.
Total weekly hours should exactly equal to the sum of the numbers at the three 
succeeding fields, namely first, second, and third parts of total hours.
The total weekly hours is a mandatory field.
First. Second. Third Part of Total Hours: The first, second and third parts o f total hours 
represent the distribution pattern of a course. For example a course that have total weekly 
hours o f 3 may be divided into two, like 2 and 1. There can be at most three parts for each 
course, and any two parts of a course should not be scheduled on the same day.
The first, second, and third parts are numerical fields, with the first part has the default 
value equal to the total number of weekly hours, and the second and the third parts have 
default values equal to zero.
Regular Year of the Course: Refers to the regular year that the course belongs to. Each 
course has a regular year between 1 and 5. This information may also be included in the 
course code.
The regular year o f the course is a mandatory field.
Instructor Code: Represents the information about the instructor that gives the course, 
instructor may be formed by combining their names. This field constitutes the “many” part of 
the one-to many relationship between the Instructors table to the Courses table.
According to the relationship between the tables, each course may have one and only 
instructor, although one instructor may have several courses. If  two or more instructors are 
giving the same course together, then, another logical instructor may be formed up by
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combining the names of those. This is a requirement o f the method, since one of the factors it 
considers while putting the courses into order is the instructor’s total lecture hours, as 
explained in the algorithm section. If it is allowed that more than one instructor give a course 
together, then the algorithm may put that course in higher ranks unfavorably.
The instructors are assigned by administration, and during input instructors are 
selected from a list from the Instructors table. By this way, no instructor code other than the 
ones in the Instructors table is allowed.
The instructor code is a mandatory field.
Approximate Number o f Students: Keeps information about approximate number o f students 
that take the course. It is a numerical, optional field.
The average number o f students per course is computed by dividing the total number 
o f students in the Parameters table to the total number o f students. I f  the value in this field is 
greater than that average, then it is in favor o f this course in scheduling.
If no value is entered in this field, the average number o f student is taken. Definite 
number o f students in the course is highly preferable, but in case this information is not 
available easily and immediately, the approximate value is used. The arithmetical 
computation logic tolerates this approximation by giving less priority to the number of 
students o f a course in sorting process.
5.1.2. Table “Instructors”
This table keeps the necessary information for schedule generation about instructors. 
Each row in this table represents a unique instructor.
Instructors table has the following attributes, together with the technical storage 
information.
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Field j Attribute Name 1 Field i Field Type Field Size j Physical |
number j 1 Name Length i
1 j Instructor code (primary key) I code 1 numerical 1 2 1 1 byte 1
2 j Instructor name j name i character 1 20 j 40 bytes :
3 j First excuse period 1 exc_l j numerical i 4 i 2 bytes 1
4 j Second excuse period j exc_2 I numerical I 4 i 2 bytes j
5 j Third excuse period i exc_3 j numerical 1 4 1 2 bylcs i
6 1 Fourth excuse period I exc_4 1 numerical I 1 2 bytes i
7 1 Fifth excuse period i exc_5 1 numerical i ^ 1 2 bytes |
Total j 
per i 
instructor i
51 bytes
Instructor Code: Refers to the code of the instructor. There is no rule about the instructor 
code except that it should be numerical. Since it is two digit, at most 100 instructors may be 
defined in the system.
, All instructors should have a unique code, hence the code field is used as the primary 
key in the relational database structure.
Instructor code field is present to obtain storage advantages in the relational structure, 
and of no use in the output.
The instructor code is a mandatory field; it should definitely be entered for each 
instructor.
Instructor Name: Represents the name of the course. There is no restriction on the name of 
the instructor. It is directly the responsibility of user to enter it correctly. It is this 
information that the user will see in any output of the system together with the course code.
If the 20 characters length does not suffices, meaningful shortenings could be done on 
the instructor name.
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In case that two or more instructors give the same course together, a new instructor 
may be defined by combining the names of those instructors. This is a requirement o f the 
priority method, as described in the preceding subsection
The instructor name is a mandatory field.
First. Second. Third. Fourth and Fifth Excuse Periods: These fields represent the information 
about the unavailable periods o f the instructors during the week, and are used in scheduling 
to comply with the preference o f the instructor.
The excuse periods are defined as first indicating the starting day and hour, and then 
indicating the ending day and hour. For example, a value like 2327 informs the unavailability 
of the instructor between the 3rd and 7th hours of Tuesday.
Although the integers are kept physically because of algorithmic considerations, the 
user see meaningful headings while entering information.
These fields are numerical, and all o f them are optional.
5.1.3. Table “Definite”
This table is for keeping the information about definite courses. Each row in this table 
represents a definite course and its period..
A course may be needed to definitely scheduled on a certain time o f the week. This 
might be due to the situation that the course may belong to another department. The 
information about these type o f courses is kept in this table.
Definite table has the following attributes, together with the technical storage 
information.
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Field i Attribute Name i Field Field Type j Field Size j Physical
number j i Name Length
1 j Course code (primary key) 1 code character 1 1 20 bytes
2 j First definite period I dcfll numerical j 2 1 1 byte
3 1 Second definite period I def.2 numerical : 2 j 1 byte
4 1 Third definite period i de^3 numerical ! 2 i 1 byte
Total i 
per i 
definite i
23 bytes
Course Code: Refers to the code of the definite course. This is the primary key o f the definite 
table.
The code should come from the Courses table. There is a one-to-one relationship with 
the Courses table over this field.
The course code is a mandatory field; it should definitely be entered for each definite 
course.
First. Second, and Third Definite Periods: Represent the definite periods of the course. This 
fields are in the form o f the beginning time of the definite period like 31, meaning the first 
hour of Wednesday.
The definite periods should completely comply with the distribution pattern of that 
course in the courses table.
Although there was the option o f putting these field in the courses table, it increases 
the size of that table to do so, since only a number o f courses expected to have definite 
periods.
These fields are mandatory according to the distribution pattern o f the course.
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5.1.4. Table “Distinct”
This table holds information about the courses that should not overlap across different 
years. Each row in this table represents information about such two or more courses.
Normally, courses that belong to the same year should not be overlapped in any case. 
However, because o f the reasons like laboratory usage, or the high number o f irregular 
students, courses from different years can be required not to overlap. Such information is 
included in this table.
Distinct table has the following attributes, together with the technical storage 
information.
Field Attribute Name 1 Field Field Field Physical
number i Name Type Size Length
1 First course code 1 code_l character 10 20 bytes
2 Second course code 1 code_2 character 10 20 bytes
3 Third course code 1 code_3 character 10 20 bytes
Total
per 60 bytes
distinct
First. Second and Third Course Code: Refer to the code of the courses that are desired to 
kept separately throughout the schedule. Although there is no primary key defined for this 
table, each course can be included in one and only one row o f the table.
The codes should come from the Courses table. There is a one-to-many relationship 
with the Courses table over these fields, these fields representing the many side.
At most three courses can be kept separately from different years. Logically, the 
course codes cannot be the same, and any two of the courses cannot belong to the same 
year.
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The first and second course codes are mandatory; they should definitely be entered.
5.1.5. Table “Param eters”
This table keeps the general information for schedule generation. There is only on row 
in this table. The values o f that single row is used by the rest o f the system as parameter 
values.
Parameters table has the following attributes, together with the technical storage 
information.
Field
number
i Attribute Name 1 Field 
i Name
i Field Type i Field I
Size ;
Physical i 
Lenjith i
I 1 i Total number of students i total_std j numerical 2 j 2 bytes j
1 2 j Maximum total inst. hours I maxjnst 1 numerical 1 1 1 byte i
1 3 j Max. consecutive inst. hrs 1 cons_inst I numerical 1 i 1 byte j
1 ^ i Earliest start i start I numerical 2 1 2 bytes i
5 1 Latest finish I finish 1 numerical 2 i 2 bytes i
1 6 1 Lecture duration 1 lecture j numerical 1 i 1 byte j
1 7 j Break duration i break i numerical 1 j 1 b}'tc 1
i 8 i Lunch preference I lunch j numerical 1 i 1 byte 1
i ^ i Maximum weekly hours 1 max_hour i numerical 1 i 1 bylc I
10 j Hour coefficient j hour i numerical 2 j 2 bytes |
11 i Student coefficient i student j numerical 2 I 2 bytes j
12 j Instructor coefficient : instructor j numerical 2 1 2 bytes j
Total j 18 bytes 1
Total Number of Students: Keeps information about the total number o f students that is 
present in the system. This field is used in the sorting process o f the courses while computing 
the average number of students per course to get the weights of individual courses.
This is a numerical, mandatory field, and should be greater than zero. No upper limit is 
present. It is the responsibility of the user to supply it correctly.
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Maximum Total Instnactor Hours: Holds information about the maximum of the total hours 
that an instructor can lecture. It is for input checking purposes.
This is a numerical, mandatory field, with default value o f 10.
Maximum Consecutive Instructor Hours: Holds information about the maximum of the 
consecutive hours that an instructor can lecture. It is for distribution purposes.
This is a numerical, mandatory field, with default value of 4.
Earliest Start. Latest Finish: Hold information about the start and the finish of the lecture 
period in a day. These fields are used in determining the exact starting an finishing times of 
the courses together with the lecture duration and break duration fields.
These fields are entered in hh;mm format, where hh represents two digits as hour 
value, and mm represents two digits as minute value.
These fields are mandatory numerical fields.
Lecture Duration. Break Duration: Hold information about the duration o f a lecture and 
break. These fields are used in determining the exact starting an finishing times of the courses 
together with earliest start and latest finish fields.
These fields are entered in mm format, where mm represents two digits as minute 
value. Both o f the fields should have values greater than zero and less than 60.
By completion o f these fields, the number o f the lecture hours per day, which the 
scheduling process will be based on is computed.
These fields are mandatory numerical fields.
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Maximum Weekly Hours: Holds information about the maximum total hours for each course 
allowed.
This field is used for input checking purposes.
It is a numerical, mandatory field.
Hour. Student and Instructor Coefficients: These fields keep information about the 
coefficients for the formation o f a priority queue o f the courses, and play a vital role for the 
implementation of the method.
The hour coefficient is used to assign a weight to each course according to the weekly 
hours of the course. In the implementation o f the system, this coefficient should generally be 
the highest one among the three coefficients. Being the highest, it enables the clustering of 
courses that have equal weekly hours. Hence, The courses that have the longest hours will be 
scheduled first, the second largest group will be scheduled next, and so on. The relative 
ordering o f the courses that have equal weekly hours is determined by the other two 
coefficients.
The student coefficient is used to assign a weight to each course according to total 
number o f students that are taking the course. The information o f total number of students is 
taken from the table Courses. It is generally the second highest value among the three 
coefficients.
The instructor coefficient is used to assign a weight to each course according to the 
overall load o f instructors. The information for this field is taken from the table Instructors. 
It is generally the lowest value among the three coefficients.
All o f the fields are numerical and mandatory.
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5.2. The Algorithm
The general flow of the solution procedure have three stages, as stated before ; Input, 
Algorithm and Implementation, and Output. This section describes the Algorithm stage in 
detail.
The sorting and scheduling algorithm mainly consists of 3 parts. It first starts with 
reading necessary parameters and preparing the memory variables that will be used. After 
that, the sorting part comes. In this part, each course is assigned a point value, and according 
to this value, the courses are put into descending order. This order will eventually form the 
base for scheduling process. The logic and details of this process is explained later in this 
section. Finally, each course in turn is placed in its year’s weekly schedule by checking some 
criteria. A very detailed explanation o f those criteria is also given later in this section.
The overall algorithm can be summarized as:
1. Parameter Reading and Preparation
2. Sorting
3. Scheduling
The detailed form o f the algorithm is given in the next part, a more detailed explanation by 
giving algorithmic representation used in computer literature can be found in Appendix A.
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Parameter Reading and Preparation
1.1. Read necessary parameters from PARAMETERS table
1.2. Create a temporary table, named TEMP_COURSE to keep information about 
courses of that semester
1.3. Get “semester” value from the user
1.4. Select the courses from all years according to the semester value
1.5. Divide each course into one or more courses according to its parts indicated 
in the COURSES table
1.6. Calculate average number of students
1.7. Create a temporary table, named TEMP_INST, and calculate total weekly 
hours for each instructor from COURSES table, and put them into 
TEMP_INST
Sorting
2.1. For each course in the TEMP_COURSE table, calculate a “point” value
2.2. Sort the courses in the TEMP_COURSE table according to the point value
Scheduling
3.1. Create a 4-dimensional array, SCHEDULE, to keep the schedules that will be 
generated, one dimension for years, one for days of the week, one for 
instruction hours in a day, and the final one for course or instructor code
3.2. Create a 2-dimensional array, REST, to keep the courses that are not placed, 
and the reason for this
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3.3. Starting with the courses in DEFINITE table, and after that the course that 
has the highest point, try to find an empty block for that course in that year’s 
weekly schedule
3.4. If such a block exists, check
3.4.1. if the instructor o f that course is available at that block in all year’s 
schedules, and the maximum consecutive hour constraint is not 
violated for the instructor
3.4.2. if that course is exist in DISTINCT table, the matching courses are 
not placed at that block in all year’s schedules
3.4.3. if the same course is placed at the same day
3.5. If all o f the criteria are satisfied, place the course to that block in weekly 
schedule, if not place it to the REST array
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6. APPLICATION
The above described algorithm is implemented using Microsoft FoxPro ® 2.6 for 
Windows development system. The overall software consists of 6 different programs. Each 
program can be run from a menu driven manager application.
Microsoft FoxPro includes both a desktop database management system and a 
programming language. The choice for this development system was done intentionally 
considering the following points:
1. The methodology developed in this thesis requires the use o f an underlying database in 
order to allow the transforming o f the scheduling process into an experiment which can 
be repeated as desired. Microsoft FoxPro include a desktop database management 
system, which is a member of 'X-base' database systems. The X-base systems are 
specifically designed for desktop applications on personal computers. This property of 
Microsoft FoxPro makes it an ideal choice for the implementation.
2. Microsoft FoxPro development system also includes a structural, high-level programming 
language. Since the algorithm involves heavy use of data structures like arrays and linked 
lists, the use o f such a structural language is a must for the implementation.
3. The development system allows to generate programs for Microsoft Windows operating 
system, which is considered more user friendly with its graphical user interface compared 
with text-interface operating systems like DOS.
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In order to test the application, an experiment is held by partially using the data form 
Bilkent University Faculty o f Business Administration for the 1994-1995 spring semester. In 
this experiment, course names, codes and the number o f courses are used as they were. On 
the other hand, instructor codes, definite and distinct courses, excuse hours, and parameters 
were generated arbitrarily, since the experiment nature o f the application allows flexibility in 
regenerating those inputs and repetition of the algorithm.
As an example, the course schedule generated by the application for the second year is 
included here. The information in Table 1 was present in the Courses table for the second 
year courses in spring semester.
Code Name Part 1 Part 2 Part_3 Year Semester Instructor Students
MAN212 Princ. of Acc. II 2 I 0 2 2 11 35
MAN251 Comp. & Inf. Proc I 2 3 0 2 2 22 20
MAN252 Comp. & Inf. Proc II 2 3 0 2 2 33 60
MAN256 Inttro. to Man. Scie. I 2 0 2 2 44 18
MAN262 Organizational Behaviour I 2 0 2 2 55 0
ECON222 Intro, to Prob. & Stat. II 2 1 0 2 2 66 0
HIST202 Hist, of Turkish Republic II 2 0 0 2 2 77 0
Table 1: The courses in the experiment
After parameter reading part o f the algorithm, the values that were read from the 
Parameters table are listed in Table 2 ;
Total Number of Students Hour Coefficient Student Coefficient Instructor Coefficient
450 lOO.O 2.0 5.0
Table 2: The parameters in the experiment
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The algorithm first splits the courses according to its parts, and then puts those courses 
into the descending order according to the calculated "point" value. The splitted courses in 
the descending order of point value are listed in Table 3:
Course Instructor Hour Students Point
1. MAN252 33 3 60 450.00
2. MAN252 33 2 60 350.00
3. MAN251 22 3 20 350.00
4. MAN212 11 2 35 300.00
5. HIST202 77 2 0 277.37
6. ECON222 66 2 0 272.37
7. MAN262 55 2 0 272.37
8. MAN256 44 2 18 251.00
9. MAN251 22 2 20 250.00
10. MAN212 11 1 35 200.00
11 MAN262 55 1 0 172.37
12. ECON222 66 1 0 172.37
13. MAN256 44 1 18 151.00
Table S: The courses after sorting
The course schedule generated using above course list is given in Figure 2. In this 
particular case, all o f the courses are placed by the algorithm. However, this may not always 
be the case, because o f the constraints like instructor availability.
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
MAN252 MAN212 MAN252 MAN262 MAN251
MAN252 MAN212 MAN252 MAN2G2 MAN251
MAN252 MAN262 MAN256 MAN212
MAN251 H1ST202 EC0N222 MAN256
MAN251 HIST202 EC0N222 MAN256
MAN251 EC0N222
1
Figure 2: The final schedule
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7. CONCLUSION
Scheduling o f timetables for a university is normally subject to many complex 
constraints and requirements, and is often a time-consuming task for a timetable planner. The 
use o f a computerized information system for such tasks is necessary.
The use o f a computerized timetable scheduler not only gives reliable results while 
permitting flexibility and saving human effort, it also results in better resource utilization and 
provides a means for further studies.
The proposed methodology in this thesis allows flexibility in scheduling by using an 
underlying database. In this methodology, course scheduling is handled like an experiment, 
which can be re-run any time by modifying some o f the inputs interactively. The database 
also allows the user a better way of communicating his or her priorities to the information 
system. The algorithm does not intended to produce a clear-cut solution, but rather to 
generate a feasible solution which may need later modification by the user according to the 
requirements that can not be defined formally.
As stated in the Literature Survey chapter, most o f the previous work were 
concentrated on defining the course scheduling problem according to some model from 
operations research, and solving the problem accordingly. The method employed in this 
thesis does not use such a model in solution procedure. The overall procedure can be seen as 
a system analysis approach. The reason for not using an algorithm based on a model is that.
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in that type o f algorithms, in order to reach a feasible solution and not to violate the 
constraints, sometimes the algorithm itself has to determine the relative priorities o f the 
constraints. On the other hand, the methodology described in this thesis allow user to define 
his or her priorities at the beginning. Additionally, this methodology is flexible as a solution 
system, in the sense that definition o f new constraints or changing the relative priorities o f 
the constraints will be easier.
The experimentary characteristic of the methodology allows to answer what-if type of 
questions whenever arises in user's mind. By only making necessary modifications to the 
input, the experiment can be repeated without the need to provide all o f the input.
Further possible improvements in this methodology include:
1. The addition o f new soft constraints as and when required. Different institutions may 
have different practitions. Also, the procedures used and the priorities considered for 
course scheduling process may show variations from one country to another because 
o f locale-specific requirements. For example it may be desirable to have a one day 
per week without lectures to allow for common field-trips or off-campus research. 
Since the program is written in modular form, such a modification will be easy.
2. Introduction of additional re-ordering techniques for courses. The factors for 
calculating the point for and determining the order of courses may be modified. New 
factors may be introduced, as well as the existing factors may be compounded or
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splitted in order to assess the course priority, which is associated with the difficulty o f 
the class to be allocated.
3. A more flexible searching sequence. Some of the tests during the search for a place in 
the timetable may be relaxed, so a better allocation would be possible. For example, 
the rule of leaving at least one full day between a course's two consecutive hours, or 
the rule of maximum consecutive hours for the instructors may or may not be 
employed, depending on the preferences of the user.
4. It is also possible to extend the algorithm to support the scheduling of timetables for 
a network o f learning centers instead o f a single faculty.
5. Other improvements such as making the program more user friendly and 
implementing a means o f data transfer to and from existing applications like student 
enrollment software, or any existing database which include information that will 
enable to assess the course priority can also be considered.
7.1. Limitations of the Methodology
The methodology described here has some limitations. Since the system is not designed 
for a specific organization, it has some limitations due to the lack of a detailed requirement 
analysis. Another part o f limitations stems from the fact that, the methodology is 
concentrated on getting a useful solution rather than a mathematically perfect one.
The limitations in this methodology are as follows ;
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1. The methodology does not take a special action for the conflicts occurring in the courses 
that irregular students are taking. Although table Distinct could be used for identifying the 
courses that have important number o f irregular students, since the solution normally does 
not allow any conflict between any two of the courses from different years, this table does 
not present a complete a solution alone.
2. The methodology supposes enough number of classrooms. Any constraint on the number 
of the classrooms requires the use o f Distinct table, to identify the courses that will 
potentially in conflict because o f the classroom constraint.
3. In this methodology, no arrangement is done for sections.
4. Instructors may prefer at specific days of the week for lecturing. Although the system can 
handle the excuses, this requires the consideration o f a new constraint for the solution 
procedure.
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APPENDIX A: A MORE DETAILED FLOWCHART OF THE 
ALGORITHM
In the next part, all o f the above stages o f the algorithm is explained in more technical 
detail by giving algorithmic representation used in computer literature. Also the comments 
on the logic employed is given.
6. Parameter Reading and Preparation
6.1. Read necessary parameters from PARAMETERS table
In this stage the following parameters are read form the PARAMETERS 
table, and placed into the memory variables, indicated by a preceding ‘m.’. 
The algorithmic representation is as follows;
m.total_std := PARAMETERS.total_stsd
m.hour_coef := PARAMETERS.hour
m.std_coef := PARAMETERS.student
m.inst_coef := PARAMETERS.instructor
6.2. Create a temporary table, named TEMP_COURSE to keep information about 
courses of that semester
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The TEMP_COURSE table is a temporary table, more technically in 
relational database terms, it is a “cursor” . It exists only during the execution 
of the program, and after the program is terminated, it no longer exists. The 
purpose o f this temporary table is to provide some means o f “workbench” 
during the implementation o f the algorithm. It is always more convenient to 
keep the more necessary information in memory rather than on disk. 
Accordingly, instead of a database table on disk, a temporary table in memory 
is preferred. Since the maximum number of the courses is limited, it is 
possible to handle such a cursor in memory.
The TEMP_COURSE table includes following fields: “course” to keep 
course code; “instructor” to keep instructor code for each course; “hour” to 
keep the duration o f the course; “students” to keep the number o f students 
that are taking the course; and finally “point” to keep the point that will be 
calculated later for the course.
The algorithmic representation o f this stage is as follows: 
create cursor TEMP_COURSE
(course character (10), instructor numerical (2), hour numerical (1), 
students numerical (3), point, numerical (4))
6.3. Get “semester” value from the user
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The semester value is used in selecting the courses for the specific semester, 
in database it is represented with values 1 or 2, where 1 is for fall, 2 for spring 
semester. Since only schedule generation is done only one semester, this value 
is necessary for selection.
m.semester := semester
6.4. Select the courses from all years according to the semester value 
The courses that belong to the specific semester are chosen.
6.5. Divide each course into one or more courses according to its parts indicated 
in the COURSES table
This division is necessary because, longer courses should be placed first, and 
this algorithm does not differentiate between two different courses and one 
course with two different parts.
Together with stage 1.4., this stage can be represented as: 
insert into TEMP_COURSE
select code, instructor, part_1 (2,3), students from COURSES 
where semester = m.semester
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6.6. Calculate average number o f students 
m.avrg := m.total_std / m.total_crs
6.7. Create a temporary table, named TEMP_INST, and calculate total weekly 
hours for each instructor from COURSES table, and put them into 
TEMP_INST
create cursor TEMP_INST
(instructor numerical (2), total numerical (2))
7. Sorting
7.1. For each course in the TEMP COURSE table, calculate a “point” value
Calculate the point according to the instructor availability for that course;
m.inst_point := TEMPJNST.total * m.inst_coef
Calculate the point according to the number o f students for that course;
m.std_point ;= TEMP_COURSE.students * m.std_coef
Calculate the point according to the parts o f that course;
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m.hour_point := TEMP_COURSE.total * m.hour_coef
Finally, calculate the total point for the course:
TEMP_COURSE.point := m.inst_point + m.std_point + m.hour_point
7.2. Sort the courses in the TEMP COURSE table according to the point value
Sort TEMP_COURSE descending on point
8. Scheduling
8.1. Create a 4-dimensional array, SCHEDULE, to keep the schedules that will be 
generated, one dimension for years, one for days o f the week, one for 
instruction hours in a day, and the final one for course or instructor code
8.2. Create a 2-dimensional array, REST, to keep the courses that are not placed, 
and the reason for this
This array will later be used to inform the user about the failure o f that 
course’s scheduling. One dimension is for course code itself, and the other for
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the reason for non-placement in numerical form. This numerical 
representation will be transformed into text form later in output stage
8.3. Starting with the courses in DEFINITE table, and after that the course that 
has the highest point, try to find an empty block for that course in that year’s 
weekly schedule
8.4. If  such a block exists, check
8.4.1. if the instructor o f that course is available at that block in all year’s 
schedules, and the maximum consecutive hour constraint is not 
violated for the instructor
Here, the weekly schedules for all years are scanned for that instructor 
code
8.4.2. if that course is exist in DISTINCT table, the matching courses are 
not placed at that block in all year’s schedules
8.4.3. if the same course is placed at the same day
8.5. If  all o f the criteria are satisfied, place the course to that block in weekly 
schedule, if not place it to the REST array
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APPENDIX B: PROGRAM LISTING
* *
* * 08/26/96 MAIN.MPR 00:39:20* *
4c :$t*************t^ *^***************nf****4f******************
*  K. Koray Karata§♦
* Copyright (c) 1996 Bilkent University
* Address
* Ankara, Zip
* Turkey*
* Description:
* This is the main menu programs that calls other program modules.*
**t*tt**t************************************************
*^:t.********t***********************ili*****************i^’¥**
Menu Definition* *♦ ♦
4c 4c4c4c««*«*4c«*«««««*«4c4c4c*4c**«*4c4c«*4c««*«4i4c«4c*4c««4c4t****«*«««««
SET SYSMENU AUTOMATIC
DEFINE PAD _rdb01elbn OF _msysmenu PROMPT "Setup" COLOR SCHEME 3 ; 
AFTER mfile
DEFINE PAD _rdb01eld9 OF _msysmenu PROMPT "Run" COLOR SCHEME 3 ; 
AFTER _rdb01elbn
DEFINE PAD _rdb01cldj OF _msysmenu PROMPT "About" COLOR SCHEME 3 ; 
AFTER _rdb01eld9
ON PAD rdbOlelbn OF msysmenu ACTIVATE POPUP setup 
ON SELECTION PAD _rdb01eld9 OF msysmenu DO main.prg 
ON SELECTION PAD _rdb01eldj OF _msysmenu EX) about.spr
DEFINE POPUP setup MARGIN RELATIVE SHADOW COLOR SCHEME 4 
DEFINE BAR 1 OF setup PROMPT "\<Courses"
DEFINE BAR 2 OF setup PROMPT "\<Instnictors"
DEFINE BAR 3 OF setup PROMPT "\<Parameters"
ON SELECTION BAR 1 OF setup DO courses.spr 
ON SELECTION BAR 2 OF setup DO instruct.spr 
ON SELECTION BAR 3 OF setup DO params.spr
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Procedure file: C:\SCH\MAIN.PRG 
System: Course Scheduler 
Author: K. Koray Karata§
Copyright (c) 1996, K. Koray Karata§
Last modified; 08/25/96 at 22:32:32
Set by: MAIN.MPR
Calls: GETSEM.SPR
Uses: PARAMS.DBF 
: COURSES.DBF 
: CRSTABLE.DBF
CDX files: COURSES.CDX
Documented 23:20:37 FoxDoc version 3.00a
CLOSE DATABASES
:^^ t^****************************t*iti**********t****
*^ tt****t^ *****t**************t*****t*******^ *******************^ *************
USE params.dbf 
SCATTER MEMVAR 
USE
SELECT 1 
USE courses
SELECT 2
CREATE CURSOR temp ers;
(course C(10), instructor N(2), YEAR N(l), HOUR N(l), students N(2), POINT N(6,2))
m.scmcster = 1
DIMENSION semtypes(2)
STORE Tair' TO semtypcs( 1)
STORE "Spring" TO semtypes(2)
DO gclscm.spr
titinf4iiPti**************************4*****i*i****tt******
SELECT courses.code, courses, instructor,;
courses.students, courses.year, courses.part_l;
INTO ARRAY ersarr,
FROM courses;
WHERE semester = m.semester AND part_l <> 0
APPEND FROM ARRAY ersarr,
FIELDS course, instructor, students, YEAR, HOUR
SELECT courscs.code, courses.instructor,;
courscs.students, courses.year, courses.part_2;
INTO ARRAY ersarr,
FROM courses;
WHERE semester = m.semcstcr AND part_2 o  0
APPEND FROM ARRAY ersarr;
FIELDS course, instructor, students, YEAR, HOUR
SELECT courses.code, courses.instructor,;
courses.students, courses.year, courscs.part_3;
INTO ARRAY ersarr,
FROM courses;
WHERE semester = m.semester AND part_3 <> 0
APPEND FROM ARRAY ersarr,
FIELDS course, instructor, students, YEAR, HOUR
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SELECT 1
COUNT TO m. count FOR semester = m.semestcr 
m.avcrage = m.total_std / m.count
DIMENSION insarr(99)
SELECT I 
FOR i=lTO 99
COUNT TO ersent FOR instructor = i 
insarr(i) =crscnt 
ENDFOR
***Hi**t***********t*************t**********t*
SELECT 2 
SCAN
m.inst_point = insair(instructor) * m.instructor 
IF students = 0
m.std_point = m.average * m.student
ELSE
m.std_point = students * m.student
ENDIF
m.hour_point = HOUR * m.hour
REPLACE POINT WITH (m.inst_point + m.stdjwint + m,hour_point) 
ENDSCAN
Hf^l^t*********************************************
IF FILEfcrstablc.dbf’)
DELETE FILE "crstablc.dbf
ENDIF 
SELECT2
SORT TO crstable ON POINT/D 
USE
$i^t**********************************************
SELECT 2 
USE crstable
BROWSE LAST TITLE "The Order of the Courses Before Placement";
NO APPEND NODELETE NOCLEAR NOEDIT NOMENU
**tt*^ *^*t***************************************
maxdays = 5 
maxhours = 9
DIMENSION yearl(maxdays,maxhours) 
DIMENSION instl(maxdays,maxhours) 
DIMENSION year2(maxdays,maxhours) 
DIMENSION inst2(maxdays,maxhours) 
DIMENSION ycar3(maxdays,maxhours) 
DIMENSION inst3(maxdays,maxhours) 
DIMENSION ycar4(maxdays,maxhours) 
DIMENSION insl4(maxdays,maxhours)
DIMENSION REST(99,2)
i^ *^*^tt^ 4^t**************************************
CLOSE DATABASES 
RETURN
♦: EOF: MAIN.PRG
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* 08/25/96 COURSES.SPR 23:47:40
4^****tti************************^ti******^***********i^i4i*****
♦ ♦ K. Koray Karata^* *
* * Copyright (c) 1996 Bilkcnt University
* * Address
* * Ankara, Zip
* * Turkey
* «
* * Description:
*  *  This program reads necessary information into the COURSES table.* *
4 44*************************4*****************************
44********44*************>^*******************************
COURSES/Windows Setup Code - SECTION 1
44*************************^*^***************************
#REGION 1
PRIVATE wzfields,wztalk 
IF SETC'TALK") = "ON" 
SET TALK OFF 
m.wztalk = "ON"
ELSE
m.wztalk = "OFF”
ENDIF
m.wzfields=SETCFIELDS’) 
SET FIELDS OFF 
IFm.wztalk = "ON"
SET TALK ON 
ENDIF
^REGION 0
REGIONAL m.currarea, m.talkstat, m.compstat
IF SETCTALK") = "ON"
SET TALK OFF 
m.talkstat = "ON"
ELSE
m.talkstat = "OFF"
ENDIF
m.compstat = SET("COMPATIBLE")
SET COMPATIBLE FOXPLUS
m,rborder = SET("READBORDER")
SET READBORDER ON
m.currarea = SELECT()
4 4 4 *4 4**4 4 4 4 4 4 ******4***4 *********4 ***************4*4 * 4 4 4
*  COURSES/Windows Databases, Indexes, Relations
4
4 4 4*************4*********4 **4****4*4 *********4 4*4**4 ****
IF USED("courses”)
SELECT courses
SET ORDER TO TAG "_rdalap5aq"
ELSE
SELECT 0
USE (LOCFILE("courses.dbf',"DBF","Where is courses?")); 
AGAIN ALIAS courses;
ORDER TAG "_rdalap5aq"
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ENDIF
*
*  Windows Window definitions*
itit*******^4**********************************************
IF NOT WEXISTr_rdali0027")
DEFINE WINDOW _rdaliD027;
AT 0.000, 0.000 ;
SIZE 29.385,83.667;
TITLE "Courses";
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 8 ; 
STYLE "B";
FLOAT;
CLOSE;
MINIMIZE;
COLOR RGB(,„0,128,128) 
MOVE WINDOW ^rdalf0027 CENTER
ENDIF
♦ COURSESAVindows Setup Code - SECTION 2♦
:^^ t***l¥**********t***4***********************************
//REGION 1
//DEFINE c_dbfempty 
//DEFINE c_cdits 
//DEFINE cjopfile 
//DEFINE c_endfile 
//DEFINE c_brtitle 
#DEFINE c_nolock 
^DEFINE c_ecancel 
#DEFINE c_delrec 
^DEFINE c_nofeat 
//DEFINE c_nowiz 
//DEFINE c_makercpo 
^DEFINE c norepo 
//DEFINE c_dclnote 
//DEFINE c_readonly 
//DEFINE c_notable 
//DEFINE c_badexpr 
#DEFINE c_locwiz 
#DEFINE c mulUtable
'Database is empty, add a record?*
Tlease finish your edits.'
Top of file.'
'End of file.'
'Locate Record'
'Sorry, could not lock record -  try again later.'
'Edits Canceled.'
'Delete selected record?*
'Feature not available yet.'
'Wizard application is not available.'
'Creating report with Report Wizard.'
'Could not create report'
'Deleting records...'
Table is read-only. No editing allowed'
•No table selected Open table or run query.'
'Invalid expression.'
'Locate WIZARD.APP:'
'You have multiple related tables. Adding records in not allowed'
MOVE WINDOW '_rdaliD027 CENTER 
PRIVATE isediting,isadding,wztblarr 
PRIVATE wzolddelete,wzolderror,wzoldesc 
PRIVATE wzalias, tempcurs.wzlastrec 
PRIVATE isreadonly,fmd_drop,is2table
IF EMPTY(ALIASO)
WAIT WINDOW c_notable 
RETURN 
ENDIF
m.wztblaiT=" 
m.wzalias=SELECT() 
m.iscditing=.F. 
m.isadding=.F. 
m.is2table = .F.
m.wzolddelete=SET(’DELETE')
SET DELETED ON
m.lcmpcurs=SYS(2015) &&used if General field
m.wzlastrec = 1
m.wzoldcrror=ONCerror')
ON ERROR DO wizerrorhandler 
wzoldcsc=ON('KEY','ESCAPE')
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ON KEY LABEL ESCAPE 
m.fmd_drop = IIF(_DOS,0,2)
m.isreadonly=IlF(isrcad(),.T.,.F.)
IF m.isrcadonly
WAIT WINDOW c_rcadonly TIMEOUT 1 
ENDIF
IF RECCOUNT()=0 AND ¡m.isrcadonly AND fox_alcrt(c_dbfcmply) 
APPEND BLANK 
ENDIF
GOTO TOP
SCATTER MEMVAR MEMO
COURSES/Windows Screen Layout♦
*
^REGION 1
IF WVISIBLEf_rdalfD027”)
ACTIVATE WINDOW _rdalf0027 SAME
ELSE
ACTIVATE WINDOW _rdallD027 NOSHOW
ENDIF
@ 0.538,4.500 SAY "Courses" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 14;
STYLE "Br*;
COLOR RGB( 192,192,192,192,192,192)
@ 0.385,4.000 SAY "Courses" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 14 ;
STYLE"BT"
@ 3.077,0.000 TO 3.077,83.333 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1"
@ 4.077,4.333 SAY "Code:" ;
SIZE 1.000,9.667;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(.„255,255,255)
@ 4.077,16.833 GET m.codc ;
SIZE 1.000,12.800;
DEFAULT " ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K XXXXXXXX"; 
WHENisediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 3.923,16.333 TO 3.923,28.000 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 4.000,28.000 TO 5.154,28.000 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
COLORRGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 5.154,16.500 TO 5.154,28.167 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 3.923,16.333 TO 5.231,16.333 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 7.462,3.833 SAY "Name:" ;
SIZE 1.000,9.667;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 7.462,16.333 GET m.name;
SIZE 1.000,42.000;
DEFAULT " ";
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FONT "MS Sans Serif', 8;
PICTURE "@K XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX"; 
WHENisediling;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 7.308,15.833 TO 7.308,51.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 7.385,51.833 TO 8.539,51.833 ;
PEN 1,8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 8.538,16.000 TO 8.538,52.000 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 7.308,15.833 TO 8.616,15.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 11.154,4.333 SAY "Parts" ;
SIZE 1.000,9.667;
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 8 ;
STYLE"BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 11.154,16.333 GETm.partJ ;
SIZE 1.000,1.200;
DEFAULT" " ;
FONT "MS Sans S e r if8 ;
PICTURE "@K9";
WHEN isediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 11.000,15.833 TO 11.000,17.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 11.077,17.833 TO 12.231,17.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 12.231,16.000 TO 12.231,18.000;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 11.000,15.833 TO 12.308,15.833 ;
PEN 1,8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 11.154,20.333 GET m.part_2 ;
SIZE 1.000,1.200;
DEFAULT " ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 8 ;
PICTURE "@K 9" ;
WHEN isediting ;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 11.000,19.833 TO 11.000,21.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 11.077,21.833 TO 12.231,21.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 12.231,20.000 TO 12.231,22.000 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 11.000,19.833 TO 12.308,19.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 11.154,24.333 GETm.part_3;
SIZE 1.000,1.200;
DEFAULT"";
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 8 ;
PICTURE "@K9";
WHEN isediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 11.000,23.833 TO 11.000,25.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
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COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 11.077,25.833 TO 12.231,25.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 12.231,24.000 7 0  12.231,26.000;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE ’T*;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 11.000,23.833 TO 12.308,23.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB( 128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 14.846,4.333 SAY "Year:" ;
SIZE 1.000,9.667;
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 8 ;
STYLE"BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 14.846,16.833 GETm.ycar;
SIZE 1.000,1.200;
DEFAULT " ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K9";
WHEN iscditing;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 14.692,16.333 TO 14.692.18.333 ;
PEN 1,8;
STYLE "1" ;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 14.769,18.333 TO 15.923,18.333 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 15.923,16.500 TO 15.923,18.500 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 14.692,16.333 TO 16.000,16.333 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 14.846,22.333 SAY "Semester." ;
SIZE 1.000,9.667;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE"BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(„,255,255,255)
@ 14.846,34.833 GET m.semester;
SIZE 1.000,1.200;
DEFAULT " ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K9";
WHEN isediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 14.692,34.333 TO 14.692,36.333 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 14.769,36.333 TO 15.923,36.333 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 15.923,34.500 TO 15.923,36.500 ;
PEN 1. 8 ;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 14.692,34.333 TO 16.000,34.333 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
COLOR RGB( 128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 18.615,4.333 SAY "Instructor" ;
SIZE 1.000,9.667;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 18.615,16.833 GET m.instruclor;
SIZE 1.000,2.400;
DEFAULT " ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K 99";
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WHEN iscditing;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 18.462,16.333 TO 18.462,19.333 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1” ;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 18.538,19.333 TO 19.692,19.333 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 19.692,16.500 TO 19.692,19.500 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE 'T’ ;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 18.462,16.333 TO 19.770,16.333 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 22.231,3.833 SAY ’•Students:” ;
SIZE 1.000,9.667;
FONT ”MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
STYLE”BT”;
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 22.231,16,333 GET m.studcnts;
SIZE 1.000,3.600;
DEFAULT ” ” ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
PICTURE ’’@K999’’ ;
WHEN iscditing;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 22.077,15.833 TO 22.077,19.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@22.154,19.833 TO 23.308,19.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ,
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 23.308,16.000 TO 23.308,20.000 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE"!";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 22.077,15.833 TO 23.385,15.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 25.692,0.000 TO 25.692,82.167 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1"
@ 26.769,0.833 GET m.top_btn ;
PICTURE "@*HN \<Top";
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_val(TOF);
MESSAGE ’Go to first record.’
@ 26.769,8.833 GET m.prcv_btn;
PICTURE "@*HN \<Prcv";
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID bln^valCPREV);
MESSAGE ’Go to previous record.'
@ 26.769,16.833 GET m.next btn;
PICTURE "@*HN \<Next";
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_vaICNEXr);
MESSAGE ’Go to next record.'
@ 26.769,24.833 GET m.end_btn;
PICTURE "@*HN \<End";
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
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VALID bln_valCEND’) ;
MESSAGE ’Go lo last record.'
@ 26.769,32.833 GET m.loc_btn;
PICTURE "@*HN \<Locate";
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_val(’LOCATE');
MESSAGE 'Locale a record.'
@ 26.769,40.833 GET m.add_btn;
PICTURE "@*HN \<Add";
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_val(’ADD');
MESSAGE 'Add a new record.’
@ 26.769,48.833 GET m.edit_btn;
PICTURE "@*HN E d\< if;
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_val('EDir);
MESSAGE 'Edit current record.'
@ 26.769,56.833 GET m.dcl_btn;
PICTURE "@*HN KDelete";
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID bln_val(’DELETE');
MESSAGE ’Delete current record,'
@ 26.769,64.833 GET m.pmt_btn;
PICTURE "@*HN P\<rint";
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_valCPRINT);
MESSAGE 'Print report,'
@ 26.769,72.833 GET m.exit_btn;
PICTURE "©♦HN \<Close";
SIZE 1.769,7.667,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_val('EXir);
MESSAGE 'Close screen.'
@ 5.615,4.000 SAY "Enter the course code" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "T"
@ 9.308,4.000 SAY "Enter the name of the course in full detail" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE 'T"
@ 13.000,4.000 SAY "If the course can be splitted into 2 or more parts, enter them above"; 
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "T"
@ 16.692,4.000 SAY "Enter the regular year and the semester for the course " ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "T"
@ 20.385,3.667 SAY "Enter the code for the innstructor of the course" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "T"
@ 24.077,4.000 SAY "Enter the approximate number of students that arc taking Ih course" 
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "T"
IF NOT WVISIBLE("_rdalf0027")
ACTIVATE WINDOW _rdalf0027
ENDIF
t^*:^ *^t******************t*******************************
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WindowsREAD contains clauses from SCREEN courses
READ CYCLE MODAL ;
ACTIVATE readact(); 
DEACTIVATE readdeac(); 
NOLOCK
RELEASE WINDOW _rdaliD027 
* *
* ♦ Windows Closing Databases* *
IF USED(”courses")
SELECT courses 
USE
ENDIF
SELECT (m.currarea)
//REGION 0
SET READBORDER &rborder
IF m.talkstat = "ON"
SET TALK ON
ENDIF
IF m.compstat = ”ON*'
SET COMPATIBLE ON
ENDIF
* i^ ^^t4***************************^ *^******í^i*****************
COURSES/Windows Cleanup Code
t*********t*********Hi*********4t*************************
//REGION 1
SET DELETED &wzolddelete 
SET FIELDS &wzfields 
ON ERROR &wzolderror 
ON KEY LABEL ESCAPE &wzoIdesc 
DO CASE
CASE _DOS AND SETCDISPLAY’)-'VGA25' 
@24,0 CLEAR TO 24,79 
CASE _DOS AND SET(DISPLAY')='VGA50' 
@49,0 CLEAR TO 49,79 
CASE_DOS 
@24,0 CLEAR TO 24,79 
ENDCASE
♦♦♦♦Procedures****
« «« (^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦  ^
♦ ♦
♦ * COURSES/Windows Supporting Procedures and Functions
♦  ♦
♦
//REGION I 
PROCEDURE readdeac 
IF isediting
ACTIVATE WINDOW •_rdalfD02T 
WAIT WINDOW c_edits NOWAIT 
ENDIF
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IF !WVISIBLE(WOUTPUT())
CLEAR READ 
RETURN .T.
ENDIF 
RETURN .F.
PROCEDURE rcadact 
IF liscditing 
SELECT (m.wzalias)
SHOW GETS 
ENDIF
DO REFRESH 
RETURN
PROCEDURE wizerrorhandler
* This very simple error handier is primarily intended
* to trap for General field OLE errors which may occur
* during editing from the MODIFY GENERAL window. 
WAIT WINDOW MESSAGEQ
RETURN
PROCEDURE printrec
PRIVATE solderror,wizfiiame,saverec,savearea,tmpcurs,tmpstr
PRIVATE pmt_bln,p_recs,p_output,pr_out,pr_record
STORE 1 TO p_recs,p_oulput
STORE 0 TO pmtbtn
STORE RECNOO TO saverec
m.solderror=ON(’error')
DO pdialog 
IF m.pmt_btn = 2 
RETURN 
ENDIF
IF !FILE(ALIAS()V.FRX’)
m.wizfnamc=SYS(2004)VWIZARDSV+'WIZARD.APP 
IF !FILE(m.wizfname)
ON ERROR ♦
m.wizfname=LOCFILECWIZARD.APF,’APP',c_Iocwiz)
ON ERROR &solderror 
IF !’WIZARD.APP$UPPER(m.wizfiiame)
WAIT WINDOW c_nowiz 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
WAIT WINDOW c_makerepo NOWAIT
m.savearea=SELECT()
m.tmpcurs='_'+LEFT(SYS(3),7)
CREATE CURSOR (m.tmpcurs) (comment m)
m.tmpstr = ’* LAYOUT = COLUMNAR’+CHR(13)+CHR(10)
INSERT INTO (m.tmpcurs) VALUES(m.tmpstr)
SELECT (m.savcarca)
DO (m.wizfnamc) WITH ";WZ_QREPO’,NOSCRN/CREATE‘,ALIAS(),m.tmpcurs 
USE IN (m.tmpcurs)
WAIT CLEAR
IF !FILE(ALIAS()+*.FRX') &&wizard could not create report 
WAIT WINDOW c_norcpo 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
m.pr_out=lIF(m.p_output=l,TO PRINT NOCONSOLE’,’PREVIEW') 
m.pr_rccord=IIF(m.p_recs= 1 ,'NEXT l ’,'ALL’)
REPORT FORM (ALIAS()) &pr_out &pr_record
GO m.savcrec
RETURN
PROCEDURE btn_val 
PARAMETER m.blnnamc 
DO CASE
CASE m.btnname=TOP'
GO TOP
WAIT WINDOW cjopfile NOWAIT 
CASE m-bUiname-PREV 
IF !BOF()
SKIP-I
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ENDIF 
IF BOF()
WAIT WINDOW cjopfilc NOWAIT 
GO TOP 
ENDIF
CASE m.btnnamc=TsiEXT 
IF !EOF()
SKIP 1 
ENDIF 
IF EOF()
WAIT WINDOW c_cndfilc NOW AIT 
GO BOTTOM 
ENDIF
CASE m.btnname='END'
GO BOTTOM
WAIT WINDOW c_cndfilc NO WAIT
CASE m.blnname='LOCATE'
DO loc_dlog
CASE m.btnnamc-ADD' AND !isediting&&add record 
iscditing=.T. 
isadding=.T.
=edithand('ADD')
_CUROBJ=l 
DO REFRESH 
SHOW GETS 
RETURN
CASE m.btnname='EDIT AND !iscditing&&edit record 
IF EOF() OR BOF()
WAIT WINDOW c_cndfilc NOWAIT 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
IF RLOCKO 
iscditing=.T.
_CUROBJ=l 
DO REFRESH 
RETURN 
ELSE
WAIT WINDOW c_nolock 
ENDIF
CASE m.btnname-EDIT AND isediting &&save record 
IF isadding 
=cdilhand('SAVE')
ELSE
GATHER MEMVAR MEMO 
ENDIF 
UNLOCK 
iscditing=.F. 
isadding=.F.
DO REFRESH
CASE m.btnnamc='DELETE’ AND isediling &&canccl record
IF isadding
=cdithand(’CANCEL')
ENDIF
iscdiling=.F.
isadding=.F.
UNLOCK
WAIT WINDOW c_ecancel NOWAIT 
DO REFRESH
CASE m.blnname-DELETE'
IF EOFQ OR BOF()
WAIT WINDOW c_endfile NOWAIT 
RETURN 
ENDIF
IF fox_alert(c_dclrec)
DELETE
IF !EOF() AND DELETEDQ 
SKIP 1 
ENDIF 
IF EOF()
WAIT WINDOW c_endfile NOWAIT 
GO BOTTOM 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
CASE m.btnnamc-PRINT 
DO printrcc 
RETURN
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CASE m.blnname='EXIT
m.bailout=.T. &&this is needed if used with FoxApp 
CLEAR READ 
RETURN 
ENDCASE
SCATTER MEMVAR MEMO
SHOW GETS
RETURN
PROCEDURE REFRESH 
DO CASE
CASE m.isreadonly AND RECCOUNT()=0 
SHOW GETS DISABLE 
SHOW GET exit_btn ENABLE 
CASE m.isreadonly 
SHOW GET add_bln DISABLE 
SHOW GET dcl_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET edit_btn DISABLE 
CASE (RECCOUNT()=0 OR EOFQ) AND Im.isediting 
SHOW GETS DISABLE 
SHOW GET add_btn ENABLE 
SHOW GET exit_btn ENABLE 
CASE m.iscditing 
SHOW GET find_drop DISABLE 
SHOW GET top_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET prcv_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET loc_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET ncxt btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET cnd_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET add_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET pmt_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET exit_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET cdit_btn,l PROMPT "\<Save"
SHOW GET dcl_btn,l PROMPT 'VCancer 
ON KEY LABEL ESCAPE DO btn_val WITH DELETE' 
RETURN 
OTHERWISE
SHOW GET edil_btn,l PROMPT "Ed\<it"
SHOW GET del_bln,l PROMPT "\<Dclete"
SHOW GETS ENABLE 
ENDCASE 
IF m.is2table
SHOW GET add_btn DISABLE 
ENDIF
ON KEY LABEL ESCAPE 
RETURN
PROCEDURE edilhand 
PARAMETER m.paction 
♦ procedure handles edits 
DO CASE
CASE m.paction = 'ADD'
SCATTER MEMVAR MEMO BLANK 
CASE m.paction = 'SAVE'
INSERT INTO (ALIAS()) FROM MEMVAR 
CASE m.paction = 'CANCEL'
♦ nothing here 
ENDCASE 
RETURN
PROCEDURE fox_alert 
PARAMETER wzalrtmess 
PRIVATE alrtbtn 
m.alrtbtn=2
DEFINE WINDOW _qeclij2t7 AT 0,0 SIZE 8,50 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 10 STYLE 'B';
FLOAT NOCLOSE NOMINIMIZE DOUBLE TITLE WTITLE() 
MOVE WINDOW _qeclij2l7 CENTER 
ACTIVATE WINDOW _qeclij2t7 NOSHOW 
@ 2,(50-TXTWIDTH(wzalrtmess))/2 SAY Nvzalrtmess;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 10 STYLE "B"
@ 6,18 GET m.alrtbtn;
PICTORE "@*HT\<OK;\?\!\<Canccl";
SIZE 1.769.8.667,1.333;
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FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 STYLE "B" 
ACTIVATE WINDOW _qcclij2l7 
READ CYCLE MODAL 
RELEASE WINDOW _qcclij2t7 
RETURN m.alrtbln=l
PROCEDURE pdialog 
DEFINE WINDOW _qjnl2zbvh;
AT 0.000, 0.000 ;
SIZE 13.231,54.800;
TITLE "Microsoft FoxPro";
FONT "MS Sans Serif. 8 ;
FLOAT NOCLOSE MINIMIZE SYSTEM 
MOVE WINDOW _qjnl2zbvh CENTER 
ACTIVATE WINDOW _qjnl2zbvh NOSHOW 
@ 2.846,33.600 SAY "Output:" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE"BT"
@ 2.846,4.800 SAY "Print:" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE"BT"
@ 4.692,7.200 GET m.p_recs ;
PICTURE "@*RVN KCurrent Record;\<All Records" ; 
SIZE 1.308,18.500,0.308;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE"BT"
@  4.692,36.000 GET m.p output;
PICTURE "@*RVN \<Printcr;Pre\<view";
SIZE 1.308,12.000,0.308;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE"BT"
@ 10.154,16.600 GET m.pmt_btn ;
PICTURE "@*HT P\<rint;Ca\<ncel";
SIZE 1.769,8.667,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
I'ONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B"
ACTIVATE WINDOW _qjnl2zbvh 
READ CYCLE MODAL 
RELEASE WINDOW _qjnl2zbvh 
RETURN
PROCEDURE loc_dIog 
PRIVATE gficlds.i
DEFINE WINDOW wzlocatc FROM 1,1 TO 20,40;
SYSTEM GROW CLOSE ZOOM FLOAT FONT "MS Sans Serif‘,8 
MOVE WINDOW wzlocate CENTER 
m.gftelds=SET(TIELDS’,2)
IF !EMPTY(RELATION(l))
SET FIELDS ON 
IF m.gfields U ’GLOBAL'
SET FIELDS global 
ENDIF
IF EMPTY(fldlistO) 
m.i=l
DO WHILE !EMPTY(objvar(m.i))
IF ATC(’M.',objvar(m.i))=0 
SET FIELDS TO (objvar(m.i))
ENDIF 
m.i == m.i + 1 
ENDDO 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
BROWSE WINDOW wzlocate NOEDIT NODELETE ;
NOMENU TITLE c_brtitle 
SET FIELDS &gficlds 
SET FIELDS OFF 
RELEASE WINDOW wzlocatc 
RETURN
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* ^^ í^ i^ i^ i^ i^ i^ í|^4^*^*^^t** ’¥ * * * * 1 ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* *
* * 08/26/96 INSTRUCT.SPR 00:39:26* *
* *
* * K. Koray Karata§♦  ♦
♦ * Copyright (c) 1996 Bilkcnl University
♦ ♦ Address
♦ ♦ Ankara, Zip
♦ ♦ Turkey♦ *
♦ ♦ Description:
* * This program reads necessary information into the INSTRUCTORS table.« *
^ ^ 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ’* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* INSTRUCT/Windows Setup Code • SECTION 1*
*i^ i^ t***^***********************t¥*************************
/^REGION 1
PRIVATE wzficlds,wztalk 
IF SET(’TALK") = "ON" 
SET TALK OFF 
m.wztalk = "ON"
ELSE
m.wztalk = "OFF"
ENDIF
m. wzfields=SET ('FIELDS’) 
SET FIELDS OFF 
IF m.wztalk = "ON"
SET TALK ON 
ENDIF
//REGION 0
REGIONAL m.currarea, m.talkstat, m.compstat
IF SETC'TALK") = "ON"
SET TALK OFF 
m.talkstat = "ON"
ELSE
m.talkstat = "OFF"
ENDIF
m.compstat = SET("COMPATIBLE”)
SET COMPATIBLE FOXPLUS
m.rbordcr = SET("READBORDER")
SET READBORDER ON
m.currarca = SELECT()
:^ ı^^ ^^^^t|^ t^**********************************************’¥*
*
* S364437/Windows Databases, Indexes, Relations
*
IF USEDC’instruct")
SELECT instruct
SET ORDER TO TAG "_rdald01rp"
ELSE
ENDIF
SELECT 0
USE (LOCFILE("instruct.dbf’,"DBF","Where is instruct?")); 
AGAIN ALIAS instruct;
ORDER TAG "_rdald01rp"
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*♦ Windows Window definitions
9 9 * * 9 * * 9 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 9 9 * * * * 9* * * ^ * * 9 9 9 9 9 * 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 *9
IF NOT WEXISTC’_rdb01cogr)
DEFINE WINDOW rdbOIeogt;
AT 0.000, 0.000 ;
SIZE 22.385,83.333 ;
TITLE "Instruct” ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ; 
STYLE "B";
FLOAT;
CLOSE;
MINIMIZE;
COLOR RGB(„.0,128,128) 
MOVE WINDOW _rdb01eogt CENTER
ENDIF
♦ INSTRUCTAVindows Setup Code - SECTION 2 
«
#REGION 1
#DEFINE c_dbfcmpty 
¡¡/DEFINE c_cdits 
//DEFINE cjopfile 
//DEFINE c_cndfilc 
//DEFINE c_brtitlc 
//DEFINE c_nolock 
//DEFINE c_ccancel 
//DEFINE c_delrec 
//DEFINE cnofeat 
//DEFINE c_nowiz 
//DEFINE cmakercpo 
//DEFINE cnorcpo 
//DEFINE c_dclnotc 
//DEFINE crcadonly 
//DEFINE c_notablc 
//DEFINE c_badcxpr 
//DEFINE cjocw iz  
//DEFINE c mullitable
'Database is empty, add a record?'
'Please finish your edits.’
Top of file.'
'End of file.'
'Locate Record'
'Sorry, could not lock record -  try again later.'
'Edits Canceled.'
'Delete selected record?
'Feature not available yet.'
'Wizard application is not available.*
'Creating report with Report Wizard.'
'Could not create report.'
'Deleting records...'
Table is read-only. No editing allowed.'
*No table selected. Open table or run query.'
'Invalid expression.'
•Locate WIZARD.APP:'
'You have multiple related tables. Adding records in not allowed.’
MOVE WINDOW ' rdbOIeogt' CENTER 
PRIVATE iscditing,isadding,wztbIaiT 
PRIVATE wzolddeletc,wzoldcrror,wzoldcsc 
PRIVATE wzalias, tempcurs,wzlastrec 
PRIVATE isreadonly,fmd_drop,is2table
IF EMPTY(ALIASO)
WAIT WINDOW c_notable 
RETURN 
ENDIF
m.wzlblarr= *' 
m.wzalias=SELECT () 
m.iscdiling=.F. 
m.isadding=.F. 
m.is2table = .F.
m.wzolddclcle=SET(’DELETE')
SET DELETED ON
m.lempcurs=SYS(2015) &&used if General field
m.wzlastrec = 1
m.wzolderror=ON('error')
ON ERROR DO wizerrorhandler 
wzoldcsc=ON('KEY','ESCAPE’)
ON KEY LABEL ESCAPE
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m.finddrop = IIF(_DOS,0,2)
m.isrcadonly=IIF(isrcad(),.T.,.F.)
IF ni.isrcadonly
WAIT WINDOW c_rcadonly TIMEOUT 1 
ENDIF
IF RECCOUNT()=0 AND Im.isrcadonly AND fox_alert(c_dbfempty) 
APPEND BLANK 
ENDIF
GOTO TOP
SCATTER MEMVAR MEMO
♦
* INSTRUCTAVindows Screen Layout*
¡¡/REGION 1
IF WVISIBLET_rdb01eogr)
ACTIVATE WINDOW _rdb01eogt SAME
ELSE
ACTIVATE WINDOW _rdb01eogt NOSHOW
ENDIF
@ 0.538,4.500 SAY ’'Instructors" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 14 ;
STYLE"BT";
COLOR RGB( 192,192,192,192,192,192)
@ 0.385,4.000 SAY "Instructors" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 14 ;
STYLE"BT"
@ 2.769,0.000 TO 2.769,82.167 ;
PEN 1 ,8 ;
STYLE "1"
@ 3.769,4.333 SAY "Code:" ;
SIZE 1.000,17.333 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE"BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 3.769,23.667 GET m.code ;
SIZE 1.000,2.600;
DEFAULT " ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K 99";
WHEN isediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 3.615,23.167 TO 3.615,26.167 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1" ;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 3.692,26.167 TO 4.846,26.167 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 4.846,23.333 TO 4.846,26.333 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255.255,255)
@ 3.615,23.167 TO 4.923,23.167 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 7.462,4.333 SAY "Name:" ;
SIZE 1.000,17.333 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE"BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255.255)
@ 7.462,23.667 GET m.name ;
SIZE 1.000,28.000;
DEFAULT " ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
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PICTURE "@K XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX"; 
WHEN isediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 7.385,47.500 TO 8.539,47.500 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 8.538,23.333 TO 8.538,47.666 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE ’T ’ ;
COLOR RGB(255.255,255,255,255,255)
@ 7.308,23.167 TO 8.616,23.167 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 11.154,4.333 SAY "Excuse Periods:” ;
SIZE 1.000,17.333;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 11.154,24.333 GETm .exc_l;
SIZE 1.000,6.200;
DEFAULT " ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K 99-99";
WHEN isediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 11.000,23.833 TO 11.000,29.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 11.077,29.833 TO 12.231,29.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 12.231,24.000 TO 12.231,30.000 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 11.000,23.833 TO 12.308,23.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB( 128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 11.154,32.333 GET m.cxc_2 ;
SIZE 1.000,6.000;
DEFAULT " ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif , 8 ;
PICTURE "@K 99-99";
WHEN isediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0.0,0,255,255.255)
@ 11.000,31.833 TO 11.000,37.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 11.077,37.833 TO 12.231,37.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 12.231,32.000 TO 12.231,38.000 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE "1" ;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 11.000,29.833 TO 12.308,29.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 11.154,40.333 GET m.exc_3 ;
SIZE 1.000,6.000;
DEFAULT " ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K 99-99" ;
WHEN isediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 11.000,39.833 TO 11.000,45.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 11.077,45.833 TO 12.231,45.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 12.231,40.000 TO 12.231,46.000 ;
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PEN 1, 8;
STYLE’T";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 11.000,37.833 TO 12.308,37.833 ;
PEN i, 8 ;
COLOR RGB( 128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 11.154,48.333 GET m.exc_4;
SIZE 1.000,6.000 ;
DEFAULT " ” ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K 99-99" ;
WHEN isediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 11.000,47.833 TO 11.000,53.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE"!";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 11.077,53.833 TO 12.231,53.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 12.231,48.000 TO 12.231,54.000 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 11.000,47.833 TO 12.308,47.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 11.154,56.333 GETm.cxc_5 ;
SIZE 1.000,6.000;
DEFAULT " ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K 99-99";
WHEN isediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 11.000,55.833 TO 11.000,61.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 11.077,61.833 TO 12.231,61.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 12.231,56.000 TO 12.231,62.000 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE"!";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 11.000,55.833 TO 12.308,55.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 18.615,0.000 TO 18.615,83.333 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1"
@ 19.692,2.000 GET m.top_bln;
PICTURE "@*HN \<Top";
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_val(TOP');
MESSAGE ’Go to first record,’
@ 19.692,10.000 GET m.prev_btn;
PICTURE "@*HN \<Prev";
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_val(’PREV’) ;
MESSAGE ’Go to previous record.'
@ 19.692,18.000 GET m.ncxt btn;
PICTURE "@*HN \< N cx f;
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_val(’NEXT);
MESSAGE ’Go to next record,'
@ 19.692,26.000 GET m.end_btn;
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PICTURE •'@*HN \<End'';
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B” ;
VALID btn_valCEND');
MESSAGE ’Go to last record.'
@ 19.692,34.000 GET m.loc_btn;
PICTURE \<Locate’’ ;
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DI* FAULT 1 ;
FON r "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_val(’LOCATE’) ;
MESSAGE 'Locate a record.'
@ 19.692,42.000 GET m.add_btn;
PICTURE "©♦HN \<Add";
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID bln_val('ADD');
MESSAGE 'Add a new record.’
@ 19.692,50.000 GET m.edit_btn;
PICTURE "@*HN E d\< if;
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE"B";
VALID btn_val(’E D ir );
MESSAGE 'Edit current record.'
@ 19.692,58.000 GET m.del_btn;
PICTURE "@*HN \<Delete";
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_val('DELETE');
MESSAGE 'Delete current record.'
@ 19.692,66.000 GET m.pmt_btn;
PICTURE ’’@*HN P\<rinf;
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID bln_val('PRINT);
MESSAGE 'Print report.'
@ 19.692,74.000 GET m.exit_btn;
PICTURE ''@*HN \<Closc";
SIZE 1.769,7.667,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_vaI(’E X ir );
MESSAGE 'Close screen.'
@ 5.615,4.000 SAY "Enter the code for the instroctor (between 1 and 99)";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "T"
@ 9.308,3.667 SAY "Enter the name of the instructor" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "T"
@ 13,000,3.667 SAY "Enter the excuse periods of the instructor as a 4 digit number," + CHR(13) +; 
"by first entering the day and then the hour, both wo digit numbers" ;
SIZE 2.000,61.600,0.000;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "T"
IF NOT WVISIBLE(''_rdb01eogf)
ACTIVATE WINDOW _rdb01eogt
ENDIF
* ♦
♦ ♦ WindowsREAD contains clauses from SCREEN s364437
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^ 1^ 1^4*****************************************************
READ CYCLE MODAL;
ACTIVATE readactO;
DEACTIVATE rcaddeac();
NOLOCK
RELEASE WINDOW _rdbOIeogl
* * * t i^ * * * ilL* tlt i^ l^ lt it* * * * * l^ iH ^ it‘* * * * * * * * * * * * * 0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*
*
*
1^ *^***********:$******************************************
Windows Closing Databases
IFUSEDrinstrucl")
SELECT instnicl 
USE
ENDIF
SELECT (m.currarca)
//REGION 0
SET READBORDER &rborder
IF m.lalkslat = "ON"
SET TALK ON
ENDIF
IF m.compslat = "ON"
SET COMPATIBLE ON
ENDIF
t  t * * * * < ¥ * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
INSTRUCTAVindows Cleanup Code
^^t***************i¥**************************************
//REGION 1
SET DELETED &wzolddelete 
SET FIELDS &wzfields 
ON ERROR &W2oldeiTor 
ON KEY LABEL ESCAPE &wzoldesc 
DO CASE
CASE _DOS AND SETCDISPLAY’)='VGA25’ 
@24,0 CLEAR TO 24,79 
CASE _DOS AND SET(’DISPLAY’)='VGA50' 
@49,0 CLEAR TO 49,79 
CASE_DOS 
@24,0 CLEAR TO 24,79 
ENDCASE
♦♦♦♦Procedures****
i^ti^*ttHi*i^t************************************************
* INSTRUCT/Windows Supporting Procedures and Functions*
//REGION 1 
PROCEDURE rcaddcac 
IF isediting
ACTIVATE WINDOW '_rdb01eogt' 
WAIT WINDOW c_cdits NOWAIT 
ENDIF
IF !WVISIBLE(WOUTPUT()) 
CLEAR READ
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RETURN.!.
ENDIF 
RETURN .F.
PROCEDURE readact 
IF iiscditing 
SELECT (m.wzalias)
SHOW GETS 
ENDIF
DO REFRESH 
RETURN
PROCEDURE wizciTorhandIcr
* This very simple error handler is primarily intended
* to trap for General field OLE errors which may occur
* during editing from the MODIFY GENERAL window. 
WAIT WINDOW MESSAGE()
RETURN
PROCEDURE printrec
PRIVATE solderror,wi2fiiame,saverec,savearca,tmpcurs,tmpstr
PRIVATE pmt_btn,p_rccs,p_output,pr_out,pr_record
STORE 1 TO p_rccs,p_output
STORE 0 1'O pmtbtn
STORE RECNOO TO saverec
m.solderror=ON('error')
DO pdialog 
IF m.pmt_btn = 2 
RETURN 
ENDIF
IF !FILE(ALIAS()+'.FRX’)
m.wizfname=SYS(2004)VWIZARDSV+'WIZARD.APP 
IF !FILE(m.wizfname)
ON ERROR ♦
m.wizfname=LOCFILE(’WIZARD.APP,'APF,c_locwiz)
ON ERROR &soldcrror 
IF !’WIZARD.APP$UPPER(m.wizfhame)
WAIT WINDOW c_nowiz 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
WAIT WINDOW c_makerepo NOWAIT
m.savearea=SELECT()
m.tmpcurs='_'+LEFT(SYS(3),7)
CREATE CURSOR (m.tmpcurs) (comment m)
m.tmpstr = ’♦ LAYOUl' = COLUMNAR’+CHR(13)+CHR(10)
INSERT INTO (m.tmpcurs) VALUES(m.tmpstr)
SELECT (m.savearea)
DO (m.wizfname) WITH ",’WZ_QREPO',TSiOSCRN/CREATE',ALIAS(),m.tmpcurs 
USE IN (m.tmpcurs)
WAIT CLEAR
IF !FILE(ALIAS()-i-'.FRX’) &&wizard could not create report 
WAIT WINDOW c_norepo 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
m.pr_out=IIF(m.p_output=l.TO PRINT NOCONSOLF/PREVIEW) 
m.pr_rccord=IIF(m.p_recs= 1 ,'NEXT 1VALL*)
REPORT FORM (i^IASQ) &pr_out &pr_record
GO m.saverec
RETURN
PROCEDURE bln_val 
PARAMETER m.btnname 
DO CASE
CASE m.btnname=TOF 
GO TOP
WAIT WINDOW cjopfile NOWAIT 
CASE m.btnname='PREV’
IF !BOF()
SKIP-1 
ENDIF 
IF DOF()
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WAIT WINDOW cjopfilc NOWAIT 
GO TOP 
ENDIF
CASE m.btnnamc='NEXT 
IF !EOF()
SKIP 1 
ENDIF 
IF EOFQ
WAIT WINDOW c_cndfilc NOWAIT 
GO BOTTOM 
ENDIF
CASE m.btnnamc='END'
GO BOTTOM
WAIT WINDOW c_endfile NOWAIT 
CASE m.btnname=’LOCATE'
DO loc dlog
CASE m.btnnamc-ADD' AND !isediting&&add record 
iscditing=.T. 
isadding=.T.
=cdilhand('ADD')
_CUROBJ=l 
DO REFRESH 
SHOW GETS 
RETURN
CASE m.btnnamc='EDIT AND liscdiling &&edit record 
IF EOF() OR BOF()
WAIT WINDOW c_endfile NO WAIT 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
IF RLOCKO 
iscditing=.T,
_CUROBJ=l 
DO REFRESH 
RETURN 
ELSE
WAIT WINDOW c nolock 
ENDIF
CASE m.btnnamc='EDIT AND iscdiling &&savc record 
IF isadding 
=cdithand('SAVE’)
ELSE
GATHER MEMVAR MEMO 
ENDIF 
UNLOCK 
iscditing=.F. 
isadding=.F.
DO REFRESH
CASE m.btnnamc-DELETE' AND isediling &&canccl record
IF isadding
=cdithand('CANCEL')
ENDIF
isediling=.F.
isadding=.F.
UNLOCK
WAIT WINDOW c_ecanccl NOWAIT 
DO REFRESH 
CASE m.btnnamc='DELETE'
IF EOF() OR BOF()
WAIT WINDOW c_cndnic NOWAIT 
RETURN 
ENDIF
IF fox_alert(c_delrec)
DELETE
IF !EOF() AND DELETEDQ 
SKIP 1 
ENDIF 
IF EOF()
WAIT WINDOW c_endfile NOWAIT 
GO BOTTOM 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
CASE m.btnname='PRINT 
DO printrcc 
RETURN
CASE m.btnname='EXIT
m.bailoul=.T. &&this is needed if used with FoxApp
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CLEAR READ 
RETURN 
ENDCASE
SCATTER MEMVAR MEMO
SHOW GETS
RETURN
PROCEDURE REFRESH 
DO CASE
CASE m.isreadonly AND RECCOUNT0==0 
SHOW GETS DISABLE 
SHOW GET exit_btn ENABLE 
CASE m.isreadonly 
SHOW GET add_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET dcl_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET cdit_btn DISABLE 
CASE (RECCOUNT()=0 OR EOF()) AND !m.isediting 
SHOW GETS DISABLE 
SHOW GET add_btn ENABLE 
SHOW GET exit_btn ENABLE 
CASE m.isediting 
SHOW GET fmd_drop DISABLE 
SHOW GET top_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET prev_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET Ioc_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET next_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET end_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET add_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET pmt_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET exit_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET edit_btn,l PROMPT ’'\<Save"
SHOW GET del_btn,l PROMPT "\<Cancel"
ON KEY LABEL ESCAPE DO btn_val WITH 'DELETE' 
RETURN 
OTHERWISE
SHOW GET cdit_btn,l PROMPT "Ed\<it"
SHOW GET dcl_btn,l PROMPT ’^ Delete”
SHOW GETS ENABLE 
ENDCASE 
IF m.is2tablc
SHOW GET add_btn DISABLE 
ENDIF
ON KEY LABEL ESCAPE 
RETURN
PROCEDURE edithand 
PARAMETER m.paction 
* procedure handles edits 
DO CASE
CASE m.paction = 'ADD'
SCATTER MEMVAR MEMO BLANK 
CASE m.paclion = 'SAVE'
INSERT INTO (ALIAS()) FROM MEMVAR 
CASE m.paction = 'CANCEL'
* nothing here 
ENDCASE 
RETURN
PROCEDURE fox_alert 
PARAMETER wzalrtmess 
PRIVATE alrtbtn 
m.alrtbtn=2
DEFINE WINDOW _qcclij2t7 AT 0,0 SIZE 8,50 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif',10 STYLE 'B';
FLOAT NOCLOSE NOMINIMIZE DOUBLE TITLE WTITLE() 
MOVE WINDOW _qeclij2t7 CENTER 
ACTIVATE WINDOW _qeclij2t7 NOSHOW 
@ 2,(50-TXTWIDTH(wzalrtmcss))/2 SAY wzalitmess;
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 10 STYLE "B"
@ 6,18 GET m.alrlbtn;
PICTURE "©♦HT\<OK;\?\!\<Cancel";
SIZE 1.769,8.667,1.333 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 STYLE "B"
ACTIVATE WINDOW _qcclij2l7
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READ CYCLE MODAL 
RELEASE WINDOW _qeclij2t7 
RETURN m.alrtbtn=l
PROCEDURE pdialog 
DEFINE WINDOW _qjnl2zbvh;
AT 0.000, 0.000 ;
SIZE 13.231,54.800;
TITLE "Microsoft FoxPro";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
FLOAT NOCLOSE MINIMIZE SYSTEM 
MOVE WINDOW _qjnl2zbvh CENTER 
ACTIVATE WINDOW _qjnl2zbvh NOSHOW 
@ 2.846,33.600 SAY "Output:" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE"BT"
@ 2.846,4.800 SAY "Print:" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
STYLE "BT"
@ 4.692,7.200 GET m.p rccs ;
PICTURE "@*RVN \<Current Record;\<All Records" ; 
SIZE 1.308,18.500,0.308;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE"BT"
@ 4.692,36.000 GET m.p_output;
PICTURE "@*RVN \<Printer,Pre\<view";
SIZE 1.308,12.000,0.308;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE"BT"
@ 10.154,16.600 GET m.pmt_btn;
PICTURE "@*HT P\<rint;Ca\<ncel";
SIZE 1.769,8.667,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B"
ACTIVATE WINDOW _qjnl2zbvh 
READ CYCLE MODAL 
RELEASE WINDOW _qjnl2zbvh 
RETURN
PROCEDURE Ioc_dlog 
PRIVATE gficlds.i
DEFINE WINDOW wzlocatc FROM 1,1 TO 20.40;
SYSTEM GROW CLOSE ZOOM FLOAT FONT "MS Sans Serif ,8 
MOVE WINDOW wzlocatc CENTER 
m.gfields=SETCFIELDS’,2)
IF !EMPTY(RELATION(l))
SET FIELDS ON 
IF m.gficlds U ’GLOBAL’
SET FIELDS global 
ENDIF
IF EMPTY(fldlistQ) 
m.i=l
DO WHILE !EMPTY(objvar(m.i))
IF ATC('M.',objvar(m.i))=0 
SET FIELDS TO (objvar(m.i))
ENDIF 
m.i = m.i + 1 
ENDDO 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
BROWSE WINDOW wzlocate NOEDIT NODELETE;
NOMENU TITLE c_brtitle 
SET FIELDS &gficlds 
SET FIELDS OFF 
RELEASE WINDOW wzlocate 
RETURN
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** 08/26/96 PARAMS.SPR 00:39:45
* * K. Koray Karataç
* *
* * Copyright (c) 1996 Bilkent University
* * Address
* * Ankara, Zip
* * Turkey« *
* ♦ Description:
* * This program reads necessary information into the PARAMS table.
* *
* *^t******t****t***$**************************************
t**t^ ^^i*t*^t*********************************************
* PARAMSAVindows Setup Code - SECTION 1♦
a^t******t************************************************
//REGION 1
PRIVATE wzficlds,wztalk 
IF SETCTALK") -  "ON’' 
SET TALK OFF 
m,wztalk = "ON"
ELSE
m.wztalk = "OFF"
ENDIF
m.w2rields=SET('FIELDS’) 
SET FIELDS OFF 
IF m.wztalk = "ON"
SET TALK ON 
ENDIF
//REGION 0
REGIONAL m.currarca, m.lalkstat, m.compstat
IF SET("TALK") = "ON"
SET TALK OFF 
m.talkstat = "ON"
ELSE
m.talkstat = "OFF"
ENDIF
m.compstat = SET("COMPATIBLE")
SET COMPATIBLE FOXPLUS
m.rborder = SETfREADBORDER")
SET READBORDER ON
m.currarca = SELECTQ
44**t*************t*************************t************
S384309/Windows Databases, Indexes, Relations
IF USED("params")
SELECT params 
SET ORDER TOO
ELSE
SELECT 0
USE (LOCFILE("params.dbf',"DBF","Where is params?")); 
AGAIN ALIAS params ;
ORDER0
ENDIF
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Windows Window definitions
t * * * * * * * * t * * * * t * * * * * * 4 i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * i * * *
IF NOT WEXISTr_rdb01f3sl”)
DEFINE WINDOW _rdb01i3sl ;
AT 0.000,0.000 ;
SIZE 26.538,83.333 ;
TITLE "Parameters";
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 8 ; 
STYLE "B";
FLOAT;
NOCLOSE;
MINIMIZE;
SYSTEM;
COLOR RGB(,„0.128,128) 
MOVE WINDOW _rdb01Dsl CENTER
ENDIF
* PARAMSAVindows Setup Code - SECTION 2
*
^REGION 1
#DEFINE c dbfcmpty 'Database is empty, add a record?'
^DEFINE c edits 'Please finish your edits.'
//DEFINE cjopfile Top of file.'
//DEFINE c_endfile 'End of file.’
#DEFINE cbrtitle 'Locate Record'
//DEFINE c nolock 'Sorry, could not lock record -  try again later.'
//DEFINE c_ecancel 'Edits Canceled.'
//DEFINE c delrec 'Delete selected record?’
//DEFINE c_nofeat 'Feature not available yet'
//DEFINE c_nowiz 'Wizard application is not available.'
//DEFINE c makcrcpo 'Creating report with Report Wizard.'
//DEFINE e norepo 'Could not create report'
//DliFINE cdclnolc 'Deleting records...'
//DEFINE c_rcadonly Tabic is read-only. No editing allowed.'
//DEFINE c notablc *No table selected. Open table or run query.*
//DEFINE c_badexpr 'Invalid expression.’
//DEFINE cjocw iz 'Locate WIZARD.APP:'
//DEFINE c multitable 'You have multiple related tables. Adding records in not allowed.'
MOVE WINDOW '_rdb01f3sl' CENTER 
PRIVATE isediting,isadding,wztblarr 
PRIVATE wzolddelete,wzolderror,wzoldesc 
PRIVATE wzalias, tcmpcurs,wzlastrec 
PRIVATE isreadonly,fmd_drop,is2table
IF EMPTY(ALIASO)
WAIT WINDOW c_notable 
RETURN 
ENDIF
m.wztblarr= " 
m. wzalias=S ELECT () 
m.isediting=.F. 
m.isadding=.F. 
m.is2table = .F.
m. wzolddelete=SET('DELETE')
SET DELETED ON
m.tcmpcurs=S YS(2015) &&used if General field 
m.wzlastrec = 1 
m. wzolderror=ON ('error')
ON ERROR DO wizcrrorhandler 
wzoldesc=ON('KEY','ESCAPE')
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ON KEY LABEL ESCAPE 
m.find_drop = IIF(_DOS,0,2)
m.isreadonly=IIF(isread(),.T.,.F.)
IF m.isreadonly
WAIT WINDOW c_readonly TIMEOUT 1 
ENDIF
IF RECCOUNT()=0 AND Im.isreadonly AND fox_alert(c_dbfemply) 
APPEND BLANK 
ENDIF
GOTO TOP
SCATTER MEMVAR MEMO
PARAMSAVindows Screen Layout
t*************^t*****************************************
#REGION 1
IF WVISIBLE("_rdb01i3sr')
ACTIVATE WINDOW ^rdbOlDsl SAME
ELSE
ACTIVATE WINDOW _rdbOIf3sl NOSHOW
ENDIF
@ 0.538,4.500 SAY ’Taramelers" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 14 ;
STYLE "BT";
COLOR RGB(192,192,192,192,192,192)
@ 0.385,4.000 SAY "Parameters'';
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 14 ;
STYLE"BT"
@ 3.077,0.000 TO 3.077,83.333 ;
PEN 1,8;
STYLE "1"
@ 4.692,4.333 SAY "Total Number of Students" ;
SIZE 1.000,35.333;
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8;
STYLE"BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 4.538,42.333 GET m.total_std;
SIZE 1.000,3.600;
DEFAULT " ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K999" ;
WHEN isediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 4.308,41.833 TO 4.308,45.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1" ;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 4.385,45.833 TO 5.539,45.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 5.538,42.000 TO 5.538,46.000 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE "1" ;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 4.308,41.833 TO 5.616,41.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 6.538,4.333 SAY "Max. Consecutive Instructor Hours Allowed:" ; 
SIZE 1.000,35.333 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 8 ;
STYLE "BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 6.538,42.333 GET m.cons_inst;
SIZE 1.000,1.200;
DEFAULT " ";
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FONT "MS Sans Serif', 8 ;
PICTURE "@K 9” ;
WHENisediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 6.385,41.833 TO 6.385,43.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE ”1";
COLOR RGB( 128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 6.462,43.833 TO 7.616,43.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255)
@ 7.615,42.000 TO 7,615,44.000 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255.255,255)
@ 6.462,42.000 TO 7.770,42.000 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 9.308,4.333 SAY "Start Tim for the Lectures:” ; 
SIZE 1.000,35.333 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 8 ;
STYLE "BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 11.385,4.333 SAY "Finish Time for the Lectures:"; 
SIZE 1.000,35.333 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 8 ;
STYLE "BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 13.462,4.333 SAY "Lecture Duration:" ;
SIZE 1.000,35.333 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif', 8 ;
STYLE "BP';
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 15.538,4.333 SAY "Break Duration:" ;
SIZE 1.000,35.333 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 17.615,4.333 SAY "Hour Coefficient:";
SIZE 1.000,35.333; '
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 19.692,4.333 SAY "Student Coefficient:" ;
SIZE 1.000,35.333 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 21.769,4.333 SAY "Instructor Coefficient:" ;
SIZE 1.000,35.333;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "BT";
PICTURE "@J";
COLOR RGB(,„255,255,255)
@ 23.231,0.000 TO 23.231,82.167;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1"
@ 9.308,42.333 GET m.start;
SIZE 1.000,6.000;
DEFAULT" ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K 99:99";
WHEN iscditing;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 9.154,41.833 TO 9.154,47.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128)
@ 9.231,47.833 TO 10.385,47.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
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COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 10.385,42.000 TO 10.385.48.000 ;
PEN 1. 8 ;
STYLE’T ";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255.255,255,255) 
@ 9.154,41.833 TO 10.462,41.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128.128,128,128) 
@ 11.154,42.333 GETm.fmish;
SIZE 1.000,6.000;
DEFAULT '• ••;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K 99:99";
WHEN isediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0.0.0,255,255.255)
@ 11.077,47.833 TO 12.231,47.833 ;
PEN 1. 8 ;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 12.231,42.000 TO 12.231,48.000 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 11.000.41.833 TO 12.308,41.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 13.462,42.333 GET m.lecture;
SIZE 1.000,2.400;
DEFAULT"";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K99";
WHEN isediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0.0.0,255,255,255)
@ 13.308,41.833 TO 13.308,44.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 13.385,44.833 TO 14.539,44.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255.255,255.255.255,255) 
@ 14.538,42.000 TO 14.538,45.000 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255.255,255.255) 
@ 13.308,41.833 TO 14.616,41.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
COLOR RGB(128.128,128.128,128.128) 
@ 15.538,42.333 GETm.brcak ;
SIZE 1.000,2.400;
DEFAULT " ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K99";
WHEN isediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 15.385,41.833 TO 15.385,44.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE"!";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 15.462,44.833 TO 16.616,44.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 16.615,42.000 TO 16.615,45.000 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 15.385,41.833 TO 16.693,41.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 17.615,42.333 GET m.hour;
SIZE 1.000,6.000;
DEFAULT"";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K 999.9" ;
WHEN isediting ;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 17.462,41.833 TO 17.462,47.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
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STYLE 'T ';
COLOR RGB( 128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 17.538,47.833 TO 18.692,47.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 18.692,42.000 TO 18.692,48.000 ;
PEN 1,8;
STYLE "I” ;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 17.462,41.833 TO 18.770,41.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 19.692,42.333 GET m.studcnl;
SIZE 1.000,6.000;
DEFAULT ” •’ ;
FONT ”MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K 999.9";
WHEN isediling;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 19.538,41.833 TO 19.538,47.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 19.615,47.833 TO 20.769,47.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 20.769,42.000 TO 20.769,48.000 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE "1";
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 19.538,41.833 TO 20.846,41.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 21.769,42.333 GET m.instructor;
SIZE 1.000,6.000;
DEFAULT " ";
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
PICTURE "@K 999.9";
WHENisediting;
COLOR ,RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255)
@ 21.615,41.833 TO 21.615,47.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
STYLE "1" ;
COLOR RGB(128,128,128,128,128,128) 
@21.692,47.833 TO 22.846,47.833 ;
PEN 1, 8;
COLOR RGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 22.846,42.000 TO 22.846,48.000 ;
PEN 1, 8;
STYLE"!";
COLORRGB(255,255,255,255,255,255) 
@ 21.615,41.833 TO 22.923,41.833 ;
PEN 1, 8 ;
COLOR RGB( 128.128,128,128,128,128) 
@ 24.000,12.000 GET m.edit_btn ;
PICTURE "@*HN E d\< if;
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1;
FONT "MS Sans Serif. 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_val('EDIT);
MESSAGE ’Edit current record.’
@ 24.000,20.000 GET m.pmt_btn;
PICTURE "@*HN P\<rinf;
SIZE 1.769,7.833,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
VALID btn_val(’PR IN r);
MESSAGE ’Print report'
@ 24.000,28.000 GET m.exit btn;
PICTURE "@*HN \<Closc";
SIZE 1.769,7.667,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B";
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VALID btn_val('EXIT); 
MESSAGE 'Close screen.'
IF NOT WVISIBLE("_rdbOlDsr)
ACTIVATE WINDOW _rdb01f3sl
ENDIF
t**t¥*****t|^********t************t***********’¥***4t*********
4
* WindowsREAD contains clauses from SCREEN s384309
*
READ CYCLE MODAL;
ACTIVATE readact(); 
DEACTIVATE readdeac(); 
NOLOCK
RELEASE WINDOW _rdb0If3sl 
* *
* * Windows Closing Databases
* *
IF USED("params")
SELECT params 
USE
ENDIF
SELECT (m.currarea)
^REGION 0
SET READBORDER &rborder
IF m.talkstat = "ON"
SET TALK ON
ENDIF
IF m.compstat = "ON"
SET COMPATIBLE ON
ENDIF
PARAMS/Windows Cleanup Code
¡^REGION 1
SET DELETED &wzolddelete 
SET FIELDS &wzfields 
ON ERROR &wzolderror 
ON KEY LABEL ESCAPE &wzoldesc 
DO CASE
CASE _DOS AND SET('DISPLAY')='VGA25’ 
@24,0 CLEAR TO 24,79 
CASE _DOS AND SET('DISPLAY’)='VGA50' 
@49,0 CLEAR TO 49,79 
CASE_DOS 
@24,0 CLEAR TO 24,79 
ENDCASE
♦ ♦ ♦ »Procedures****
« *
* * PARAMS/Windows Supporting Procedures and Functions
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***^ ^^ t*^ n^ í^ ıtií^ 4t*****^ í^ ***************’^ ********************
//REGION 1 
PROCEDURE readdeac 
IF isediting
ACTIVATE WINDOW '_rdb01Dsl'
WAIT WINDOW c_edits NOWAIT 
ENDIF
IF !WVISIBLE(WOUTPUT())
CLEAR READ 
RETURN .T.
ENDIF 
RETURN .F.
PROCEDURE readact 
IF ! isediting 
SELECT (m.vvzalias)
SHOW GETS 
ENDIF
DO REFRESH 
RETURN
PROCEDURE wizerrorhandler
♦ This very simple error handler is primarily intended
♦ to trap for General field OLE errors which may occur
♦ during editing from the MODIFY GENERAL window. 
WAIT WINDOW MESSAGED
RETURN
PROCEDURE printrcc
PRIVATE soldciTor,wizfiiamc,savcrcc,savcarea,tmpcurs,tmpstr
PRIVATE pmt_btn,p_recs,p_output,pr_out,pr_record
STORE 1 TO p_rccs,p_output
STORE 0 TO pml btn
STORE RECNOQ TO savcrec
m.solderror=ON(’eiTor')
DO pdialog 
IF m.pmt_btn = 2 
RETURN 
ENDIF
IF !FILE(ALIAS()+'.FRXO
m.wizfhame=SYS(2004)+WIZARDSWWIZARD.APF 
IF !FILE(m.wizfhame)
ON ERROR *
m.wizihamc=LOCFILE(‘WIZARD.APP,'APP,c_locwiz)
ON ERROR &solderror 
IF !’WIZARD.APP$UPPER(m.wizfiiame)
WAIT WINDOW c_nowiz 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
WAIT WINDOW c_makerepo NOWAIT 
m.savearea=SELECT() 
m.tmpcurs='_'+LEFT (S YS(3 ),7)
CREATE CURSOR (m.tmpcurs) (comment m)
m.tmpstr = '♦ LAYOUT = COLUMNAR'+CHR(13)+CHR(IO)
INSERT INTO (m.tmpcurs) VALUES(m.tmpstr)
SELECT (m,savearea)
DO (m.wizfiiamc) WITH ";WZ_QREPO’,'NOSCRN/CREATE\ALIAS(),m.tmpcurs 
USE IN (m.tmpcurs)
WAIT CLEAR
IF !FILE(ALIAS()+'.FRX') &&wizard could not create report 
WAIT WINDOW c_norcpo 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
m.pr_out=IIF(m.p_output=l,TO PRINT NOCONSOLE’/PREVIEW) 
m.pr_record=IIF(m.p_recs= 1 »'NEXT 1 '»'ALL')
REPORT FORM (ALIASQ) &pr_out &pr_record
GO m.saverec
RETURN
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PROCEDURE bln_val 
PARAMETER m.btnnamc 
DO CASE
CASE m.btnname=TOF 
GO TOP
WAIT WINDOW cjopfile NOWAIT 
CASE m.blnnamc='PREV’
IF !BOF()
SKIP-I 
ENDIF 
IF BOF()
WAIT WINDOW cjopfile NOWAIT 
GO TOP 
ENDIF
CASE m.btnname='NEXT'
IF !EOF()
SKIPl  
ENDIF 
IF EOF()
WAIT WINDOW c_cndfile NOWAIT 
GO BOTTOM 
ENDIF
CASE m.btnname-END'
GO BOTTOM
WAIT WINDOW c_endfile NOWAIT 
CASE m.btnname-LOCATE'
DO loc_dlog
CASE m.btnnamc='ADD' AND lisediting &&add record 
iscditing=.T. 
isadding=.T.
=edithand('ADD')
_CUROBJ=l 
DO REFRESH 
SHOW GETS 
RETURN
CASE m.btnnaine-EDIT AND !isediting&&edit record 
IF EOF() OR BOF()
WAIT WINDOW c_cndfile NOWAIT 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
IF RLOCKO 
iscditing=.T.
_CUROBJ=I 
DO REFRESH 
RETURN 
ELSE
WAIT WINDOW c_nolock 
ENDIF
CASE m.btnname='EDIT AND isediting &&save record 
IF isadding 
^edithandCSAVE*)
ELSE
GATHER MEMVAR MEMO 
ENDIF 
UNLOCK 
iscditing=.F. 
isadding=.F.
DO REFRESH
CASE m.blnname-DELETE' ANDisediting &&cancel record
IF isadding
=edithand('CANCEL')
ENDIF
isediling=.F.
isadding=.F.
UNLOCK
WAIT WINDOW c_ecancel NOW AIT 
DO REFRESH 
CASE m.btnname='DELETE'
IFEOFQ ORBOFQ 
WAIT WINDOW c_endfile NOWAIT 
RETURN 
ENDIF
IF fox_alcrl(c_delrec)
DELETE
IF !EOF() AND DELETED()
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SKIP 1 
ENDIF 
IF EOF()
WAIT WINDOW c_endfile NO WAIT 
GO BOTTOM 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
CASE m.btnname='PRINT 
DO printrcc 
RETURN
CASE m.btnname-EXIT
m.bailout=.T. &&this is needed if used with FoxApp 
CLEAR READ 
RETURN 
ENDCASE
SCATTER MEMVAR MEMO
SHOW GETS
RETURN
PROCEDURE REFRESH 
DO CASE
CASE m.isreadonly AND RECCOUNT()=0 
SHOW GETS DISABLE 
SHOW GET exit_btn ENABLE 
CASE m.isreadonly 
SHOW GET add_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET del_bln DISABLE 
SHOW GET cdil_btn DISABLE 
CASE (RECCOUNT()=0 OR EOFQ) AND !m.isediting 
SHOW GETS DISABLE 
SHOW GET add_btn ENABLE 
SHOW GET exit_btn ENABLE 
CASE m.iscditing 
SHOW GET fmd_drop DISABLE 
SHOW GET top_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET prev_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET Ioc_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET next_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET cnd_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET add_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET pmt_bln DISABLE 
SHOW GET exit_btn DISABLE 
SHOW GET edit_btn,l PROMPT ‘VSave”
SHOW GET dcl_btn,l PROMPT "\<Cancel"
ON KEY LABEL ESCAl’E DO btn_val WITH 'DELETE* 
RETURN 
OTHERWISE
SHOW GET edit_btn,l PROMPT ”Ed\<ir 
SHOW GET del_btn,l PROMPT ”\<Delctc”
SHOW GETS ENABLE 
ENDCASE 
IF m.is2tablc
SHOW GET add_btn DISABLE 
ENDIF
ON KEY LABEL ESCAPE 
RETURN
PROCEDURE edithand 
PARAMETER m.paction 
* procedure handles edits 
DO CASE
CASE m.paction = 'ADD'
SCATTER MEMVAR MEMO BLANK 
CASE m.paction = 'SAVE'
INSERT INTO (ALIAS()) FROM MEMVAR 
CASE m.paction = 'CANCEL'
* nothing here 
ENDCASE 
RETURN
PROCEDURE fox_alert 
PARAMETER wzalrtmess 
PRIVATE airtbtn 
m.alrtbtn=2
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DEFINE WINDOW _qeclij2t7 AT 0,0 SIZE 8,50 ;
FONT -MS Sans Serir,10 STYLE 'B';
FLOAT NOCLOSE NOMINIMIZE DOUBLE TITLE WnTLE() 
MOVE WINDOW _qeclij2t7 CENTER 
ACTIVATE WINDOW _qeclij2l7 NOSHOW 
@ 2,(50-TXTWIDTH(wzalitmess))/2 SAY wzalrtmess;
FONT -MS Sans Serif’, 10 STYLE ”B"
@6,18 GET m.alrtbtn;
PICTURE ”@*HT\<OK;\?\!\<Cancel";
SIZE 1.769,8.667,1.333 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 STYLE "B"
ACTIVATE WINDOW _qcclij2t7 
READ CYCLE MODAL 
RELEASE WINDOW _qeclij2t7 
RETURN m.alrtbtn=l
PROCEDURE pdialog 
DEFINE WINDOW _qjnl2zbvh;
AT 0.000, 0.000 ;
SIZE 13.231,54.800,
TITLE "Microsoft FoxPro";
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
FLOAT NOCLOSE MINIMIZE SYSTEM 
MOVE WINDOW _qjnl2zbvh CENTER 
ACTIVATE WINDOW _qjnl2zbvh NOSHOW 
@ 2.846,33.600 SAY "Output:" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "BT"
@ 2.846,4.800 SAY "Print:" ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "BT"
@ 4.692,7.200 GET m.p_recs ;
PICTURE "@*RVN \<Cuirent Record;\<All Records" ; 
SIZE 1.308,18.500,0.308;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE"BT"
@ 4.692,36.000 GET m.p output;
PICTURE "@*RVN \<Printer;Pre\<vicw";
SIZE 1.308,12.000,0.308;
DEFAULT 1 ,
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "BT"
@ 10.154,16.600 GET m.pmt_btn;
PICTURE "@*HT P\<rint;Ca\<ncel";
SIZE 1.769,8.667,0.667;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT "MS Sans Serif, 8 ;
STYLE "B"
ACTIVATE WINDOW _qinl2zbvh 
READ CYCLE MODAL 
RELEASE WINDOW _qjnl2zbvh 
RETURN
PROCEDURE loc_dlog 
PRIVATE gfields,i
DEFINE WINDOW wzlocate FROM 1,1 TO 20,40;
SYSTEM GROW CLOSE ZOOM FLOAT FONT "MS Sans Serif ,8 
MOVE WINDOW wzlocate CENTER 
m.gfields=SET('FIELDS',2)
IF !EMPTY(RELATION(l))
SET FIELDS ON 
IF m.gfields#’GLOBAL’
SET FIELDS global 
ENDIF
IF EMPTY(fldlistQ) 
m.i=l
DO WHILE !EMPTY(objvar(m.i))
IF ATC('M.',objvar(m.i))=0 
SET FIELDS TO (objvar(m.i))
ENDIF 
m.i = m.i + 1 
ENDDO 
ENDIF
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ENDIF
BROWSE WINDOW wzlocate NOEDIT NODELETE;
NOMENU TITLE c_brtiUe 
SET FIELDS &gficlds 
SET FIELDS OFF 
RELEASE WINDOW wzlocate 
RETURN
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* ♦ 08/25/96 GETSEM.SPR 23:47:26
* *
«  * * * * * > ^ i^ * t lH 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * i l i * * * * * * * * * * i l i * * * * * * * * * * i^ * * * * * * * * * *
♦ «
* * K. Koray Karata^* *
♦ * Copyright (c) 1996 Bilkent University
♦ * Address
♦ ♦ Ankara, Zip
♦ ♦ Turkey♦ «
* ♦ Description:
* * This program gets semester value from the user* *
« lti*4*************i^(****************************************
« *
^REGION 0
REGIONAL m.currarca, m.talkstat, nLcompstat
IF SETf TALK") = "ON"
SET TALK OFF 
m.taikstat = "ON"
ELSE
m.talkstat = "OFF”
ENDIF
mxompstat = SET("COMPATIBLE")
SET COMPATIBLE FOXPLUS
m.rborder = SET("READBORDER")
SET READBORDER ON
* *
* * Windows Window deiinitions
*  *
t i^**tt****************************************************
IF NOT WEXIST("_rdalezov8")
DEFINE WINDOW _rdalezov8;
AT 8.917, 22.500 ;
SIZE 9.692,72.400;
FONT "MS Sans S e r i f 8 ; 
FLOAT;
CLOSE;
NOMINIMIZE;
DOUBLE
MOVE WINDOW _rdalezov8 CENTER
ENDIF
GETSEM/Windows Screen Layout
*^*:tLt**************^ *^***********^ *^********m**************
^REGION 1
IF WVISIBLE("_rdalezov8")
ACTIVATE WINDOW _rdalezov8 SAME
ELSE
ACTIVATE WINDOW _rdalezov8 NOSHOW
ENDIF
@ 1.000,2.400 SAY "For which semester do you want to generate a schedule ?" 
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
STYLE"BT"
@ 3.769,19.400 GET m.semester;
PICTURE "@&T";
FROM semtypes;
SIZE 3.462,19.833;
DEFAULT 1;
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
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STYLE "B”
IF NOT WVISIBLE("_rdalezov8")
ACTIVATE WINDOW _rdalezov8
ENDIF
READ CYCLE MODAL 
RELEASE WINDOW _rdalczov8 
^REGION 0
SET READBORDER &rborder
IF m.taikstat = *'ON"
SET TALK ON
ENDIF
IF m.compstat = "ON"
SET COMPATIBLE ON
ENDIF
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* 08/25/96 ABOUT.SPR 23:47:34«
*
* K. Koray Karataç*
* Copyright (c) 1996 Bilkent University
* Address
* Ankara, Zip
* Turkey
*
* Description:
* This program is for information purposes.*
i^^ :^^ $^i:tutii^t***********************************************
*
^REGION 0
REGIONAL m.currarea, m.talkstat, m.compstat
IF SETfTALK") = ‘’ON”
SET TALK OFF 
m.talkstat = "ON”
ELSE
m.talkstat = "OFF*
ENDIF
m.compstat = SET(”COMPATIBLE")
SET COMPATIBLE FOXPLUS
m.rborder = SET(”READBORDER")
SET READBORDER ON
*
* W indows W indow definitions
«
*4t«*)|i4 :«****«*«*«*««*)|t***«««*«***4 i4 i4 t4 i««***«4> ***«*4 i««*4> 4t*4 i«
IF NOT WEXIST(”_rdalezvi3”)
DEFINE WINDOW _rdalezvi3;
AT 0.000, 0.000;
SIZE 16.846,60.200;
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8 ; 
FLOAT;
NOCLOSE;
MINIMIZE;
SYSTEM
MOVE WINDOW _rdalezvi3 CENTER
ENDIF
ABOUT/Windows Screen Layout
i^ ^^it********************t*****^|i**************************
^REGION 1
IF WVISIBLE("_rdalezvi3")
ACTIVATE WINDOW _rdalezvi3 SAME
ELSE
ACTIVATE WINDOW _rdalezvi3 NOSHOW
ENDIF
@ 1.923,7.200 SAY "Course Scheduler version 1.0 " + CHR(13) + ;
"" + CHR(13) + ;
"Supplementary Software for the MBA Thesis” + CHR(13) + ;
”” + CHR(13) + ;
"AN INFORMATION SYSTEM BASED ON ” + CHR(13) + ; 
"SYSTEM ANALYSTS APPROACH" + CHR(13) + ;
"FOR COURSE SCHEDULING IN UNIVERSITIES" + CHR(13) + ; 
”” + CHR(13) + ;
"K. Koray Karata§ " + CHR(13) + ;
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’’Graduate School of Business Administration" + CHR(13) + ; 
"Bilkent University" + CHR(13) +;
SIZE 11.000,47.600, 0.000; 
PICTURE "@I";
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
STYLE "T";
COLOR RGB( 128,0,0,,,,)
@ 13.000,21.600 SAY " September, 1996 " ; 
FONT "MS Sans Serif’, 8 ;
STYLE "T";
COLOR RGB( 128,0,0,,,,)
IF NOT WVISIBLE("_rdalezvi3")
ACTIVATE WINDOW _rdalezvi3
ENDIF
READ CYCLE
RELEASE WINDOW _rdalezvi3 
^REGION 0
SET READBORDER &rborder
IF m.talkstat = "ON"
SET TALK ON
ENDIF
IF m.compstat = "ON"
SET COMPATIBLE ON
ENDIF
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APPENDIX C: USER MANUAL OF THE PROGRAM
The Course Scheduler is an easy-to-use, modular program with graphical user interface 
and tools, although it is not developed for commercial purposes.
The program has 2 main menu items : Setup and Run (Figure 3). Setup menu includes 
the sub-menu items Courses, Instructors and Parameters. Each of these menu items are for 
entering information into the related tables in the database.
instructors
Parameters
Figure 3: The main program screen
In the Courses screen, the related information about the Courses table is entered 
(Figure 4). Each course information appears in the window one at a time. The usage of the 
buttons in this screen are as follows:
Record Navigation Buttons:
Top
Prev
Next
End
Goes to the first record in the table 
Goes to the previous record in the table 
Goes to the next record in the table 
Goes to the last record in the table
Record Manipulation Buttons 
Add 
Edit 
Delete
Opens a window with empty fields in order to allow the entrance of a new 
record
Changes the window to edit mode in order to allow modifications on the 
current record
Deletes the current record from the table
Service Buttons:
Locate Opens a window to locate a specific course (Figure 5)
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Print
C lose
Prints the current record to the default printer o f  W indow s
C loses the w indow  and returns to main menu
M ic ro s o f t  F o xP ro
Setup Bun ¿bout
] j i fluRfk I
Figure 4: The Courses screen
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W^M M ic ro s o f t  F o x P ro
Setup Bun ¿bout
g j j g p fa»*. f" " : '" "
Figure 5: The Locate window
In the Instructors screen, the related information about the Instructors table is entered 
(Figure 6). Each instructor information appears in the window one at a time. The usage of 
the buttons in this screen are as follows:
Record Navigation Buttons:
Top
Prev
Next
End
Goes to the first record in the table 
Goes to the previous record in the table 
Goes to the next record in the table 
Goes to the last record in the table
Record Manipulation Buttons:
Add
Edit
Delete
Opens a window with empty fields in order to allow the entrance o f a new 
record
Changes the window to edit mode in order to allow modifications on the 
current record
Deletes the current record from the table
Service Buttons:
Locate Opens a window to locate a specific instructor
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Print
C lose
Prints the current record to  the default printer o f  W indow s
C loses the w indow  and returns to main menu
M ic ro s o f t  F o xP ro
S e tu p  B u n  A bo u t
In s tru c t
KcRl Ig B
Figure 6: The Instructors screen
In the Parameters screen, the related information about the Parameters table is entered 
(Figure 7). Since there is only one record in this table the record navigation buttons do not 
exist, and record manipulation functions of add and delete is not allowed. The usage o f the 
buttons in this screen are as follows:
Record Manipulation Buttons:
Edit Changes the window to edit mode in order to allow modifications on the 
current record
Service Buttons:
Print
Close
Prints the current record to the default printer o f Windows 
Closes the window and returns to main menu
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^ 1
Setup Bun ¿bout
M ic ro s o f t  F o xP ro
Figure 7; The Parameters screen
After the necessary setup has been done, the Run option may be used in order to 
generate a schedule. While generating schedule, the program first needs Semester value, and 
this value is entered via a dialog box (Figure 8).
Figure 8: The dialog box for getting semester value
After getting the semester value, the program continues its operation by reading, splitting and 
sorting courses. The new order of all of the courses according to calculated point value just before the 
scheduling process is presented in a read-only window (Figure 9).
o->
M ic ro s o f t  F o x P ro
Setup Bun ¿bout
Figure 9: The window showing the order o f the courses
The final form o f the schedule for each o f the years are also presented in a window 
(Figure 10).
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
MAN251 HIST201 MAN251 EC0N221
MAN251 HIST201 MAN251 ECGN221
MAN251 MAN227 MAN211
MAN211 MAN201 MAN227
MAN211 MAN201 MAN227
MAN201 EC0N221
Figure 10: The final form o f the schedule
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